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FOREWORD

For more than a third of a century. the federal government has given
aid to cities to make improvements in older. rundown neighborhoods.
The Housing Act of 1937 started a public housing program with
a triple purpose of new housing for the poor. jobs for the unemployed,
and demolition of slums. The Housing Act of 1949 started a redevelop-
ment program with federal subsidy for slum clearance leading to a
variety of new land uses. The Housing Act. of 1954 introduced urban
renewal to the le x icon..provided assistance for neighborhood rehabilita-
tion, and required cities to have a workable program for community
improvement.

The nineteen-sixties saw greater emphasis upon social renewal of
the inner city through a set of demonstration projects funded by the
President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and then through the
Community Action P m. By the mid-sixties city and federal
officials became convin=f the necessity of marrying programs of
social and physical improvement, and this notion was embodied in the
Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1965,
which created what became known as the Model Cities Program. It
took a year to select cities and another year or more to plan
local programs and obtain federal funding, but now a few cities are in
their fifth action year and many more in their fourth. As the demon-
stration period draws to a close, Congress is considering consolidating
Model Cities. Urban Renewal. and several other programs into an
even more comprehensive community development program.

As this newest stage of evolution occurs, it is important to assess
what has been learned from the Model Cities Program. This is what
George J. Washnis does in this report. which looks at the program
in its totality and the experience of eight cities with specificity. His
conclusions ,about planning processes. management and coordination
techniques. citizen participation, and the product expressed in terms
of program results. all of these are relevant to the design and imple-
mentation of a nationally supported, locally administered community
development program. As a former city administrator, he adds his
practical knowledge of how to get things Clone.

In the conduct of this study. Camille Cates made a significant con-
tribution to the case studies, and Judy Charkin served as an editorial
tuistant. Local reporters provided valuable information from the
eight cities studied : Elliot Friedman (Boston). William Hood and
Thomas Gray ( ('hicago). Denise Goodman (Dayton), Jim Hethering-
ton (Indianapolis), Larry Hall and Peter Bridge (Newark). Josh
Friedmen and Wayne Barrett ( New York). Neal Baker (Savannah),
and Hilda Bryant (Seattle).

However. the conclusions and recommendations reflect the views of
the author and are not necessarily those of the Ford Foundation or the
board of directors of the Center for Governmental Studies.

HOWARD W. HALLMAN.
Prekident.

(viol,' II



PREFACE

This study focuses on eight cities in the Model Cities Program and
the effects of the program on national urban policy and the ability of
cities and counties to cope with urban problems. The cities (Boston,
Chicago, Dayton, Indianapolis, Newark, New York, Savannah and
Seattle) were chosen not only for their geographic and population rep-
resentativeness, but also because they were reported to be making some
noticeable impact on their communities, whether positive or negative
in nature. However, these few cities have been used only as a base for an
analysis of the full program. Findings of studies conducted by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and others
(pus other studies done by the author) involving as little as one city
and as many as all 147 cities in the Model Cities Program, are used for
comparative purposes, to confirm or qualify some points.

The body of the manuscript is in the form of eight case studies and
deals with the major components of the Model Cities Program and
what impact t hey have had on relieving urban problems in each area.
Its focus is on the operation of local general government and how this
has been affected by the objectives, organization and methods imposed
by the Model Cities Program. The overall analysis is a synthesis of
these experiences and how they have measured up to the program's
main objectives, which include such things as program demonstration
and innovation, coordination and comprehensive planning, concen-
tration and commitment of resources, citizen involvement, and service
improvement. The evaluation and effect of new programsPlanned
Variations, special revenue sharing, Better Communities, block
grantsare compared to Model Cities, which we believe has been the
genesis for many of the new ideas.

The full report of this study has been republished in book form
under the title Community Development Strategies: Cam Studies of
Major Model Cities.

25-509-73-2
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MODEL CITIES IMPACT ON BETTER COMMUNITIES

( By George J. Washnis, ('enter for Governmental Studies.
Washington. D.C.)

I. SU MMAPY or CoNCIA-SIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Model Cities Program has been the single most effective
instrument for providing local officials with the means and motivation
to give the broadest range of services to disadvantaged areas and to
improve local government operations. It has had a more profound
effect on changing local government operations than other federal
programs because it has primarily worked within local government
systems and has brought on strong resident influence with it.

2. Contrary to the belief of many. Model Cities has been the federal
program with the least federal interference in local problem definition
and priority setting. It has given local officials and citizens in 147 cities
almost complete discretionary authority over the types of programs
and the amount of money to be spent. It is doubtful whether special
revenue sharing or other forms of block grants will, in themselves, pro-
vide greater opportunity for local decision - making. However, they will
extend this ability citywide. as has been done through Planned Varia-
tions, an expansion of Model Cities concepts citywide in 20 cities.

3. The federal commitmentin resources or the talent necessary to
fulfill the goals and objectives of the programwas never realized.
The limitation of funds was greatly accentuated because of the require-
ment to develop comprehensive plans. Too little federal money was
spread among too many cities, and funds in almost every city were
spread sparingly among too many programs. The effect has been failure
to reach massive impact in any functional program area.

4. Although comprehensiveness contributed to underfunding. it has
been useful because it has required city officials to experiment with new
programs and expand proven programs in almost every functional
area, such as health. employment, education, criminal justice, social
services, municinal services. etc. Because of its usefulness in helping to
achieve more effective coordination and to develop whole information
systems. comprehensiveness should be retained as a planning require-
ment and there should he continued emphasis on local experimentation
(project innovation and demonstration) in all program areas. Rather
than eliminating comprehensive systems. they should be improved to
colleet and maintain accurate human resource data in a central munici-
pal source so that nlannillf* technicians do not have to continually guess
prevailing conditions and so that projections may be imnroved.

5. The reouirement to use all resources in disadvantaged areas has
been beneficial to the Door: however, it has restricted the ability to en-
ordinate programs and has hindered the development of citywide
objectives and cooperation from the community at-large. Planned
Variations is a more desirable approach : first, to continue concentration

I 1 I
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of the majority of resources in the most needy areas, but secondly, to
apportion funds citywide to help solve the city's broad problems and to
develop sound management techniques and service effectiveness for the
entire city. Community development legislation should require that
the majority of funds be spent for the benefit of the most depressed
areas in each city and county. Without such stipulation, it is doubtful
whether the problems of the poor will ever be adequately addressed.
It is not enough that distribution formulas allocate money to whole
cities and counties based on poverty factors. Legislation should make
priorities of need within localities clear as well.

6. Budgets for the proposed Better Communities Act and other com-
munity development legislation now before Congress will have the
effect of maintaining the status quo for most urban areas, reducing
funds for others, and increasing funds in some newly participating
communities. Because of the great needs of cities and counties, funds
should not only be kept at present levels in all localities which are using
them properly. but increased in many. The formula for the distribu-
tion of funds should be based on need and reflection of the real condi-
tions of poverty. The distribution formula in the Better Communities
Act-does not reflect thetruest poverty indices and would have the effect
of passing money to some communities which have a low priority for
community development type activities. The expenditure of commu-
nity development funds should reflect national priorities. The amount
each community gels should not only be based on need but on plans
localities subnut of how they intend to meet community. goalsand
national. priorities. , . .

.7. "Maintensince of effort" should be required in any. new commu-
nity de :legislation so that cities and counties do not replace
local tat ort .ivith..federal money and merely maintain the status
glum In-additiou,there.should be some state and local matching require-
ments for community development funds so that local interest and
commitment are maintained. This should also have the effect of increas-
ing the amount of money expended for community deVelopment pur-
poses in contrast to more traditional uses.

8. Excessive red-tape and paperwork requirements have been a prin-
cipal knit of the Model Cities Program, although Planned. Variations
has reduced this burden by as much as two-thirds. Block grants, mini-
mum application and reporting requirements, and post-audits would
have the effect of reducing requisites to tolerable levels. However,
officials should not regard the development and maintenance of com-
prehensive plans, information systems, and evaluation as synonomous
with delay and red tape. These are natural parts of any community's
realistic planning and goal setting and are best designed to reduce costs
and prevent delays over the long run.

9. The excellent experience of evaluating projects in the Model Cities
process should be expanded to all community development activities.
Many local and federal evaluation techniques need improvement. Yet
there are many which have proved valuable. Local government has not
made a regular practice of evaluating all local services, except by means
of a more superficial budget review process. The Model Cities evalu-
ation experience should be passed on to other city and county depart-
ments. Furthermore, federal evaluation of local government should
carry more stringent guidelines for enforcement and compliance with
stated community objectives.
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10. In many cases, Model Cities initiated successful steps toward
improving intergovernmental cooperation and program coordination.
Representatives from private and state agencies have joined to discuss
community goals and to prevent overlapping and duplicate program-
ming. In a number of cases, standing intergovernmental task forces
have been formed, sanctioned by laws or executive orders and com-
posed of top state and regional othcials. Nevertheless, there are extreme
jealousies among agencies and much more formalized and effective
coordinating mechanisms are needed. Federal regional councils are
helping to achieve federal coordination. State regional councils with
authority to plan and allocate resources are also needed in the more
complex urban areas. Model ('ities, from its small geographic area,
cannot be expected to achieve a high degree of coordination. Planned
Variations will not succeed much further without full state
cooperation.

11. There has been a notable lack of cooperation from private
groups, particularly business and unions. This has resulted from the
inability of these groups to identify their memberships and organiza-
tional objectives with the needs of the inner city poor. There has also
been discouragement by militant and self-interested "community
spokesmen" and simply lack of encouragement from local Model Cities
officials. The maturing of the citizen board process and greater concern
for citywide objectives are encouraging more private response. Model
Cities experience has shown that private initiative and resources are
necessary to fully develop the community's potential.

12. Model Cities has operated largely under the guidance of local
general government in varying degrees of partnership between model
neighborhood residents and city officials. This process has had greater
effect on influencing operations and changing established procedures
of local government than have programs which have operated largely
outside general government. It has caused local government to eval-
uate seriously many of its programs, change city hiring practices,
expand regular services to disadvantaged areas, institute social service
planning, and become a leader in coordinating other agencies. And
Planned Variations has taken this process a step further by going
citywide.

13. Processes such as A -05 (local clearinghouse' for federal pro-
grams), Annual Arrangements (priority and resource determination).
Chief Executive Review and Comment (CERCa strengthening of
the chief executive's review authority). Planned Variations, integrated
(federal-local) financial and information systems, consolidated fund-
ing, and other management improvements have been natural evolu-
tions from the Model Cities experience. Although Model Cities has
not been able to take more than the initial stens nor will it have the
opportunity to do so in its present state. it has been the principal
catalyst. This is evident from the fact that. few cities outside the
Model Cities Program have advanced in these techniques.

14. The flexible use of Model Cities funds has been one of its chief
assets. The ability to "buy into" other agencies (under contractual
arrangements). by offering funds for new or expanded programming,
has enabled Model Cities to secure important changes in agency
operations. Moreover, any block grant program should not be so
stringent that it eliminates the advantages of the flexible and catalytic
use of federal money.
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15. Model Cities has advieved sonic degree of innovation and institu-
tional change. Innovations have included such things as model schools,

-non-profit corporations. neighborhood health centers, multi-service
centers, decisionmaking by the poor, less restrictive hiring procedures
for minorities, increased employment of minorities in local govern-
ment, new and improved services to disadvantaged areas, improved
city management techniques. and an increased involvement of elected
officials in the problems of the poor. However, Model Cities has only
taken the first few steps, and further aetion along these lines is
essential.

16. Perhaps Model Cities most notable achievements have been in
improving the processes of local government. including management,
coordination, citizen involvement. and planning techniques. Yet, there
have been improvements in product as well. Services have been im-
proved in most model arena. And the number of clients using facilities
is gradually increasing. Better programming and public acceptance
have meant an improved cost-benefit ratio. Although Model Cities
has not readied its high "quality of life" goals and many individual
programs are failures, this does not call for the flat abandonment of
all prourams but rather careful analysis, elimination of unsatisfactory
projects. and improvement of the others.

IT. Citizen participation has been perhaps the most innovative
force in the Model Cities Program and to local general government.
Its innovation has been not so much in programina, but in changing
the attitudes of local officials, the ways they make deeisions. and in
alerting other community groups of the need to involve themselves
in government decisionmaking. Although some citizen boards have
delayed or damaged some projects, others have improved government
service, communication, and community development. The good far
outweighs the bad. Because some cities 'have not been able to develop
a satisfactory participation process does not necessarily mean that
meaningful citizen involvement is impossible but rather that city
officials have not yet found the correct ingredients for success. In this
regard. community development legislation should require active citi-
zen participation and provide the necessary resources for it. It should
perniit neighborhood groups not only to participate in decision-
making but to operate some programs. The operation of programs has
the effect of increasing citizen board interest, responsibility, and
longevity.



It. Oveami. AssessmexT
Origins

Many of the principles which have formed the. basis of the Model
Cities Program have been a natural extension of past urban programs,
811(1 many of these concepts will be continued in new programs. The
idea for the Model Cities Program value out of a Presidential Task
Force on Urban Problems, appointed in 1965 and chaired by Robert C.
Wood ( who later became under secrettny of 'IUD). This Task Force
drew on lessons learned in such urban programs as urban renewal, ju-
venile delinquency, community action. and others, but also sought
significant program innovation. Congress enacted the legislation in the
fall of 1966, and at the bill signing ceremony President Lyndon John-
son conferred the name Model Cities on the new program.

Compared to previous programs there would be greater emphasis
on basic management concepts, such as planning and coordination,
evaluation, and demonstration of new techniques. The most important
additions were ideas of program comprehensiveness. meaningful cit-
izen involvement, and flexible moneythe latter which could be used
for almost any purpose. And as lessons were learned from Model
Cities, they were adopted or proposed for community development and
special revenue sharing legislation.

Yet. as a practical matter, the urban mind has not changed very
firmom the desire to tinker with basic management principles,

regardless of how programs have been designed. The most significant
bottleneck has always been finding the right sets of people with the
right motivations to make things work.
Peri/doom:A Local Responsibility

Contrary to the belief of ninny. the Model Cities Program has
worked well in a great number of cities. One of the reasons it has suc-
ceeded where it has is because the right sets of people have come to-
gether, properly motivated and willing to compromise yet preserve its
principles. It is important to note that the success or failure of the
program has always rested with local officials, inasmuch as they were
given the decision-making authority to develop their own strategies
and priorities.

Indeed, there was plenty of federal red tape. requirements for volu-
minous reports. monthly evaluations, and time-consuming citizen par-
ticipation. In spite of this, numerous cities moved directly ahead to
design their own organization and programs in order to meet the needs
of their communities as best they could with the resources available, as
the legislation intended. Procedural requirements were just another
step which had to be coped with. While many cities complained about
federal intervention, others (including most cities in this study) found
their way through the bureaneratie muddle to the real purposes of the
program. And once having mastered the federal process, these cities
were content to live with it and even stop griping, although they have
naturally all preferred greater simplicity.

(3)
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Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that the complex process
did not seriously impede programming in well administered cities.
Administrative costs turned out to be considerably higher than normal
and an additional bureaucracy was created at the central levels; yet
the operation of services has taken place rather independently in the
field, much as they do in any other program. This is no argument for
complexity, only that it should not be used as an excuse for the failure
of a whole Model Cities Program.

Early in 1972, Floyd Hyde, then head of the federal Model Cities
and Community Development Programs and now undersecretary of
HUD, emphasized the local role by declaring to a group of mayors,
"Let me make it clear, priority setting was yours (cities). "'

Model Cities has always given local officials the responsibility to
determine their own programs, who would run them, and how they
would be operated. There is no indication that under special revenue
sharing, now being considered as a replacement for Model Cities,
better decisions will be made. Some programs may be consolidated
and emphasis changed, but a great deal of this has already occurred
under Planned Variations and Model Cities programs. In fact, the
new decision-making could very well be less concerned about doing
things for the disadvantaged, in housing and human resources
particularly.
Commitment: Never There

Neither the Congress nor the federal bureaucracies ever really
committed the necessary resources to the Model Cities Program. For
the most part projects could only be funded piecemeal, with only part
of the problem addressed. Washington politics also hurt Model Cities.

The original intention was to limit the experiment to six or eight
cities in order to heighten the impact of the money to be spent. How-
ever, political reality meant that a larger number of cities would have
to be chosen, enough to award one to almost every state and to some
small cities as well for rural oriented Congressmen. Moreover, many of
the cities and counties were selected to gain political support for the
Administration rather than for the quality of their proposals. And a
few cities were required to spend only a few weeks in preparing their
applications of acceptance in contrast to the majority which had to
labor for a year or more in a tedious, qualifying planning process.

The political process expanded the Model Cities Program to 150
cities (See Tables I and II for cities and population ranges. Pages 8
and 9), seriously diluting the impact funds would have on each city
and immeasurably increasing the responsibility and scope of thn fed-
eral supervisory role, which would add to the program's delay.

There was not enough funds to seriously address the problems of
even a small number of cities, let alone 150. Moreover, the bulk of
money was supposed to come from existing programs in other federal
agencies, with Model Cities supplying the basic working capital needed
to tie programs together in complete packages for each functional
area and at the same time fill all the gaps. HITD's assistant secretary
at that time, H. Ralph Taylor, recognized the funding problems but
characterized Model Cities as an experiment to test the will and corn-

I Model Cities-Planned Variations Conference sponsored by the National League of
Cities/U.S. Conference of Mayors. Tucson. Arizona, February 24-25. 1972.
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petence of communities to meet the problems of slums, in spite of the
irrationality of the pipeline through which federal funds were poured.
The new flexible financingperforming much like a block grantwas
designed to grease the federal pipeline and at the same time make may-
ors "bolder and freer" in attacking human and physical blight. In
some ways this happened, but the impenetrable federal bureaucracy
was never fully cracked, and each agency participated only to the ex-
tent it had to. Jealousies and tradition prevailed, and no agency was
willing to give up a great deal of funds or control to any new program.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (BMW). was the
principal exception to this but it, too, held tightly to its reins.

As the years wore on, federal and local officials in many parts of the
country angrily attributed the immobility of Model Cities to the lack
of commitment and fancied what could have taken place if only a
small number of cities had received the funds. Cities like New York
got $65 million annually from Model Cities compared to its 1973 $10
billion city budget.; Boston $7.7 million compared to a $486 million city
budget; Chicago $38 million compared to a $899 million city budget.
The medium-sized cities fared better, getting as much as a third- or
more of their regular city budgets. At least two small cities received
more than their city budgets and were able to make considerable prog-
ress. Alma-Bacon County, Georgia, has been one of these cities. With
a population of a little over 8,000, it is an example of a real success
story, largely due to the catalytic action of some $1.2 million of Model
Cities funds annually.*

Most cities never received the necessary funds to reach the critical
mass, enough to overturn urban blight. /*for have many of these cities
been able to maintain what they started. In many cases, mini -parksa:kl
sit in disrepair among scattered debris and broken equipment;
Start is bogged down over lack of funds to carry the learning experi-
ence into higher grades new housing sits in the middle of a sea of
destitution and deterioration; and job training is tagged useless with-
out. jobs at the end. There is no question that the failure of many in-
dividual programs is due to poor management; on the other hand,
there are successful programs which have fallen by the wayside, sub-
merged in other massive need. There are also programs which. continue
to be successful.

Thus LOripinal Model Cities Participants

ALABAMA camoarne
Huntsville Berkeley
Tuskegee Compton

ALASKA Freano
Juneau Los Angeles City

ARKANSAS Loa Angeles County
Little Rock Oakland
Texarkana Pittsburg

ARIZONA Richmond
San Diego

Gina River Indian Community San Francisco
Tucson San Jose

The Alma-Bacon County StoryA Model for Rural Americo, Robert E. Mot U.S
Department of Agriculture, Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, U.S. Senate, 7uly 24,
1973, U.S. Government Printing Oflice.
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Tema I.Original Model Cities ParticipantsContinued

COLORADO MICHIGAN
Denver Ann Arbor
Trinidad Benton Harbor

CONNECTICUT Detroit
Bridgeport Genesee County (Flint)
Hartford Grand Rapids
New Haven Highland Park
New London Lansing
Waterbury Saginaw

DELAW ARE MINNESOTA
Wilmington Duluth

Minneapolis
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA St. Paul

Dade County
Tampa

Alma
Athens
Atlanta
Gainesville
Savannah

Honolulu

Boise

Carbondale
Chicago
East St. Louis
Rock Island

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

HAWAII

IDAHO

ILLINOIS

MISSOURI
Kansas City
St. Louis

MONTANA
Butte
Helena

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester

NEW JERSEY
East Orange
Hoboken
Jersey City
Newark
Paterson
Perth Amboy
Plainfield
Trenton

NEW MEXICO
INDIANA Albuquerque

Gary Santa Fe
Indianapolis NEW YORK
South Bend Binghamton

IOWA Buffalo
Des Moines Cohoes

'INBAR Mt. Vernon
Kansas City New York City; Central and East Har-
Wichita lem : South Bronx ; Central Brooklyn

KENTUCKY Poughkeepsie
Rochester

Bowling Green Syracuse
Covington NORTH CAROLINA
Pikeville Asheville

LOITIBIANA Charlotte
New Orleans High Point

MAINE NVinston Salem
Lewiston
Portland NORTH DAKOTA

MARYLAND Fargo
Baltimore OHIO
Prince Georges County Akron

Cinclunsti
bt A sSAC USETTs Cleveland

Boston Columbus
Cambridge Daytonton
Fall River Martins Ferry
Holyoke Toledo
Lowoll Youngstown
Lynn okuatorts.
Ni w Bedford f.s wton
Foringtichl 'McAllister
Worcester Tulsa
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Allegheny County
Bradford
Erie
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Reading
Scranton
Wilkes Barre

PUERTO RICO
San Juan

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket
Providence

sount CAROLINA
Rock Hill
Spartanburg

Chattanooga
Cookeville
NashvilleDavidson County
Smithville--Delialb County

TENNESSEE
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TEXAS
Austin
Eagle Pass
Edinburg
lionstott
La redo
Texarkana
Srtn Antonio
Waco

UTAH

Salt Lake County

VERMONT

VIRGINIA
Winooski

Norfolk
Richmond

WASHINGTON
Tacoma
Seattle

WIHCONsiN
31ilwatikee

WYOMING
Cheyenne

Source : National League of Cities/V.8. Conference of Mayors, June 1971.
As of June 20, 1972, $1.7 Within was received by the 147 cities in the program

and $800 million expended. The Administration proposes that !unexpended funds
from fiscal years 1972 and 1973 be carried over into fiscal year 1974 to fill the gap
of zero 1974 appropriation.

TAKE It

Population :Aso Cities
Cifias

approved

Over 1,000000... 6 6
750.000 to Looc.000 5 4
500.000 to 750,r,00 17 15
250,900 to 500,000 27 20
100,000 to 250 000 91 37
50,000 to 100630 232 29
25,000 to 50.400 476 13
10,000 to 25,000 1,165 16
5,030 to 10,000 1,711054 4
1,000 to 5.000 15, 1

Total 147

Source: Community Development, Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1973.

Concentration and Corn preheio.d re liras
Concentrating in Targct A POPI.--The Model Cities administrators

at HUD believed that comprehensive programming and the effects
of commitment could best take place with a requirement to concen-
trate Model Cities efforts in small areas of each city, usually about
ten percent of the population or 1.000 inhabitants, whichever was
greater. But. this had the effect of sowing ninny seeds of disaffection
and weakening initial hopes for strong mayoral involvement
in and support for the program.' Many mayors refused to participate
actively because they felt it was an invitation to political suicide to
have to choose one area of the city over anothereven having to favor
one poor area over another poor area.

a "Model Cities In Perspective," Fred Jordan, Model riticoA Report on Progress, Spe-
cial lime, National League of Cities/U.S. Conference of Mayors, June 1971, p. 4.
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When in 1971 Planned Variations gave 20 cities an opportunity to
develop a citywide strategy of urban development and to double Model
Cities funds, the chief executives reacted favorably. This has enabled
these mayors to treat almost all disadvantaged areas, to reach the
community at-large with some programs, and to gain necessary sup-
port for bond issues and tax increases and other community develop-
ment objectives.'

The Planned Variations cities in this studySeattle, Dayton, In-
dianapolis and Newarkhave all experienced favorable citizen ac-
ceptance for dealing with problems on a citywide basis and in a more
realistic way. Moreover, the majority of funds are still being invested
in the disadvantaged areas, but this is the case mainly because the
Model Cities mandate for dealing with the poor is still in effect. An
emphasis away from the poverty areas could very well take place
under special revenue sharing or some form of block grants. In the
Planned Variations cities, for example, there is already a shift away
from programs which deal primarily with the disadvantaged and a
change to physically oriented projects as opposed to human resource
programs. In order to maintain a concentration of effort on the poor,
any new legislation should stipulate that a certain percentage of funds
would have to be used in disadvantaged areas.

Com prelietaire Planning.By concentrating efforts, there has been
at least some visibility of projects in the target areas. Furthermore, it
allowed some money to be spread in almost every major functional
area to fulfill the requirements of comprehensive treatment. How-
ever, it turned out that not enough money could be allocated across-
the-board to carry out the goals established by residents and planners
or to reach the threshold in individual functions where a noticeable and
permanent difference could be made.

Although an excellent planning tool, comprehensiveness caused too
great a diffusion of resources. As it happened. citizen committees were
set up in major functional areas (usually ten or 12) and each had to
have "their" share of the pie, even though a particular function might
have had lower priority than other functions. To illustrate, in one
case a $3 million Model Cities grant was split into 12 parts of about
$200,000 each, and six or ten projects under each function. There was
not enough money in any area to make a meaningful impact, but it
satisfied citizen groups by giving them all something. The number
of projects in most cities proliferated irrationally, which meant that
instead of having 20 or 30 projects, cities turned up with over 50
(as in Dayton and Newark) and in some eases over 100 (in New
York City 300). In a positive sense, comprehensiveness was serving
its purpose as a planning tool in a negative way, there was little im-
pact on a visible product in the Model Neighborhoods. Lessons have
been learned, however, and in the past two years, many cities have cut
their projects in half and concentrated funds in high priority areas.

The whole Model Cities planning process was likely the most ex-
tensive ever in the analysis of urban problems in a manner which has
required action and solutions at the end. It meant analyzing root
causes and the reasons why they originated. However, local interprets-

Moth earlier in 1968. Boston's Mayor Kevin White launched a municipally fundedcitywide little city ban program for much the same reason but particularly to improvecommunication and reduce alienation throughout the city. Bee 2106491161 Decestrilimadoand Neighborhood Rewrote, George J. Magni* Pratte& 1973. 9.
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tion of the planning process was perhaps as confusing as its under-
standing of the citizen participation process. Some officials envisioned
it as traditional land-use planning, which usually produces loads of
material to sit on shelves. But unfortunately, much of the local distrust
for planners and plans as dispelled because community people wore
eventually included in the process and because there was money to
deal with problems after analysis. The physical planners began to
consider social concepts in greater depth ana to integrate human and
physical amenities into a single plan. In some cases, social planning
divisions were added to once sterile, physically oriented departments.
And HUD made a point of emphasizing the importance of the inter-
relationships of problems and causes and the past failures of trying
to deal with one problem (urban renewal, welfare, housing) solutions.
It was soon obvious that the planning process was highly complex
and that a comprehensive plan was not achievable in one year. Its
work would have to be spread out over several years of planning.

The planning process has had mixed effects. 'The results of the first
year of planning were judged a modest success by Marshall Kaplan,
Gans and Kahn Associates, who were assigned the responsibility of
studying the Model Cities Program almost from its inception to the
present. At. the same time they enumerated the problems which held
up planning: (1) immediate escalation of citizen participation which
diverted attention away from planning (2) comprehensiveness was
less the result of an organized process and more a facto rational-
ization on paper (a kind of stitching together), r3P-the pressure of
deadlines kept everybody straining at project development and pro-
vided little time for studying and perfecting the process, and (4)
HUD was unable to understand that innovative process does not
necessarily bring about innovative product. 5

In its concluding studies of the Model Cities program, Kaplan As-
sociates was still not convinced that the concept of comprehensive
planning was achieved. Most cities still have several planning systems
m operation and traditional planning departments are still too
physically oriented. To help correct this, they believe that the details
of comprehensive planning should not be dictated by federal agencies;
rather, federal assistance should be in the form of money or staff for
localities to develop their own systems and capability. They express
particular disenchantment that the use of private consultants, who
were hired to do a large part of the local planning. has not increased
the capacity of local government to perform on its own. They advocate
the continuation of comprehensive planning through an improved
local management, system and a stronger role for the chief executive
and his staff. 8

Experience of Cities. Our study of eight cities concludes that
progress has been made in comprehensive planning. Cities like Dayton
and Seattle have come a long way in five years, progress which would
unlikely have taken place without the Model Cities and Planned
Variations programs. Even Newark, in spite of its unusual problems,
has made significant strides in bringing all planning elements together

6 The Model Cities Program: A History and Analysis of the Planning Process in Three
CMOs, Marshall Kaplan. Gans and Kahn Associates. 1989. pp. 90-92.

IA The Model Cities Program: A Comparative Analysis of City Response Patterns and
Their Relation to Future Urban Policy, Marshall Kaplan, Gans and Kahn Associates,
Spring 1973.
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and developing an overall city policy in human and physical develop..
ment. Chicago has developed a citywide social planning division, has
combined the resources and planning capacities of the Model Cities
and Community Action Programs, and for the first time has given
serious consideration to the integration of human and physical plan-
ning in most city programs. Comprehensive planning has been ex-
tremely difficult to achieve under New York's complex ibortrental
structure and is only in its initial stages in Savannah and (with
the possible exception of the Dorchester area in Boston).

Indianapolis has proceeded the furthest because of its own aggres-
siveness and also because federal agencies have given it invaluable as-
sistance. The city is attempting to consolidate all its planning func-
tions and to treat problems comprehensively through a Unified Plan-
ning System under the Department of Community Services. An im-
portant element is the integrated information flow (Unified Manage-
ment Information System), which passes data from its origins of
federal, state, city and neighborhood units through systems of collec-
tion, processing, retrieval, analysis, decision - making, display and dis-
semination. The management system includes the consolidation of all
funding. and the research and evaluation of all functions and pro-
grams. A team of Community Services Program professionals with
multidisciplinary backgrounds (planning, economic, sociology, and
political science) performs most of the evaluation. Potential trouble
spots are treated quickly. And the basic planning staff deals across the
board with all disciplineshuman and physicaland also receives
input, from a structure of neighborhood councils. Even at the present
time, only one common work program is necessary to meet the require-
ments of each federal agency and only one contract is prepared for
each agency. The city hopes that eventually it will be necessary to pre-
pare only one city document for all programs, much as it would be
under special revenue sharing or block grants. Already Washington
requires only one annual audit. for Indianapolis.

Other ales have benefited from the general reduction of red tape.
Shortly after assuming office, Floyd Hyde substantially reduced re-
quirements for paperwork by permitting cities to submit simplified
statements on strategy and objectives, on the planning process, and
neighborhood conditions and other regulations. He also ordered his
own staff to cut HUD directives by more than half, or he would sim-
ply throw ont every other page. These changes clearly show up in the
Planned Variations Program where the size of applications has been
reduced as much as 75 percent, living proof that the executive branch
can make programs eminently more simple for localities and still de-
ninnit that Cengreqsional mandates be carried out. Of course, block
grants would simplify the process further.
etntl;s at ion

Improving coordination has been one of Model Cities' most difficult
objectives but, at least the first steps have been taken. It has been par-
ticularly arduous to do much about coordinating government units
while workin, from one small target area. To achieve success in the
coordination of programs and agencies it appears a citywide approach
and strong chief executive involvement. are prime requisites. Planned
Variations has taken the next few steps by moving in this direction.
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Model Cities experienced a number of difficulties in its attempts to
integrate programs and reduce duplications. Agencies and special gov-
ernment units had no intention of giving up power and, in most cases,
chief executives were too far removed to be able to influence groups
outside of local government. In James Sundquist's Making Peden.* liana
Work, he points out that mayors have been expected to undo 50 years
of work of the good government groups which succeeded in isolating
large segments of government from the influence of chief executives
and the "evils" of partisan politics.' Normally. cities have been only
one of a dozen or more independent government units in the same geo-
graphic area, with little responsibility over education, manpower
health, transit, urban renewal and housing. And in many govern-
ments. the mayor finds himself in a. weak position under a complex
system of boards and commissions. Model Cities tried to by-pass many
of these traditional problems by de:adireetly with the agencies.

Techniques sed to Improve C ation.The program's most
powerful resource has been the ability to "buy into" other agencies in
order to gain some degree of cooperation. Even the powerful Richard
Daley in Chicago admitted he VMS unable to move certain agencies
in the direction of meeting city objectives until lie was able to offer
them supplemental Model Cities funds. Almost all the cities have used
the "buy in" technique. They also established intergovernmental task
forces and hired special staff. Through the catalyst of HUD money,
the states were encouraged to cooperate more than usual by employing
state personnel for coordinating purposes and setting up Model Cities
offices to assist local governments.

Procese.The Model Cities Program demonstrated a need to
formalize and strengthen coordinating procedures. One such device
was the A-95 Project Notification and Review System, which was
devised by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), in 1969.
For those programs under A-95. federal agencies require applicants
to submit brief descriptions of their projects to state and areawide
clearinghouses, which in turn are required to clear appropriate projects
with cities and counties. Local governments can make their own review
and request the clearinghouse to pass the comments on to the federal
agencies.

Although the process has helped, it has been less than successful.
Some of the difficulties have been (1) inadequate review staff, (2) too
little "clout," (3) too few federal and state agencies ready to par-
ticipate, and, (4) time limitation., which have made the process rather
mechanical. Clearinghouses have been so understaffed that they hive
been little more than large "stapling machines" and their boards of
directors (mostly elected officials from the region) have been too busy
with other matters

On the other hand, local chief executives have been more effective.
For example, Mayor Richard Lugar of Indianapolis has used Planned
Variations money to increase staff capacity and to improve his review
system. Ile has also devised a questionnaire which other agencies are
obligated to use to secure city approval for projects. This review sys-
tem, like any other. functions only as well as the abilities of the people
administering it. Indianapolis has lied both the will and the resources
to develop a satisfactory system.

ltnktna Asfrerotism Work, Jaws L. Sundquist and David W. Davis, Brookings Institu-
tion, 1969.
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Chief Executive Revieto and CommentTo improve_upon the A-95
process, the Chief Executive Review and Comment (CERC) strategy
was introduced by OMB in 1972 for the Planned Variations program.
CERC extends the philosophy of the A-95 process by strengthening
the role of the chief executive, giving him adequate staff and authority,
and adding policy development to the office. Mayor Kenneth Gibson
in Newark, for example, has created a Mayor's Office of Policy and
Review and has placed CERC under its director. Indianapolis has
located CERC under a deputy mayor in charge of the Community
Services Department. CERC has not only given chief executives cour-
age to deal with outside agencies, it has also given them the resources
to be able to make some meaningful changes.

Annual Atvmgetnents.Another system designed to facilitate co-
ordination is HUD's Annual Arrangements. It is sim .17 a negotiation
process between federal regional officials and local cials to establish
realistic city .priorities, based on the actual amount of federal funds
available during the year. The process takes about as long as ne.gotia-
tions for grants have always taken but the important thing is that it
is designed to save time and frustrations over the long-run. Cities
avoid going through the tedious process of applying for funds which
are not there, and communication between the different levels of gov-
ernment is considerably improved.

In any event, it is fair to attribute the development of these new
management techniques largely to the experiences realized under
Model Cities.
Demonstration and Innovation

Two additional purposes of Model Cities have been demonstration
and innovation. These are usually closely linked, since almost any
demonstration is either a new idea (innovation) or funding for an old
idea in a new city. Usually, however, when programs are simply ex-
panded to increase existing services, they are more demonstrations of
impact than anything else.

On the whole, Model Cities has not been the catalyst for a great
many untried projects. However, it has made it possible to demon-
strate how existing concepts can be applied and what effect they will
have in ghetto areas. Making certain projects available in disadvan-
taged areas has been an innovation in itself. And by implementing pro-
grams areawide, some new results have taken place that were not
achieved when applied to a smaller population group, including such
things as more effective community organization, the necessity for
agencies to cooperate and avoid duplication, and the serious analysis of
community problems.

Innovations have been of large and small varieties. Model schools
composed of adult evening classes, intensive remedial courses for slow
learners, parents in the classrooms, and citizens advisory councils
were introduced for the first time in Boston, Seattle, and Chicago. for
example. Semi-independent satellite corporationswhich operate
manpower, health, housing, and social services in competition with
established agencieswere created in Dayton. And the introduction of
ideas such as boy scouts, ballet, camp, day care, and neighborhood
health centers to ghetto children have all been novel. Coordinating
task forces, unprecedented state involvement in model neighborhoods,
and the combination of social and physical planning are new concepts
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to many sections of the country. Indeed, having the poor sit on policy-
making boards with elected officials is an innovation.

Yet there has been a paucity of ideas from all quarters, including the
professionals and consultantsmany of whom contributed to the
plans. Not many new ways have been found to do things, but at least
there is a greater understanding that once ideas are formulated and
community concurrence achieved, it takes skilled help to operate pro-
grams successfully. In many quarters that too is novel.
Institutional Change

Some innovations have led to institutional changes. But altering the
basic ways agencies and governments operate is not easy. As we have
already indicated, stone walls exist between 'host agencies and change
agents who wish to improve coordination, acquire additional resources,
better services, or make agencies more responsive to local general gov-
ernment and/or residents. What tends to happen is that once agencies
get established in that with comfortable civil service positions and
salaries and stable operating clients. At least this is what the Model
Cities Programwith the help of inquisitive residentsfound to be
true in most cases.

The likelihood of turning around this seemingly normal bureau-
cratic tendency is greater under a system of external (impartial)
evaluation, determined citizen groups, and a chief executive who is
interested. Some of the "new breed" mayors (a majority of those in
this study) have been that as determined to change the way public
agencies and city departments operate as citizens have, and they have
succeeded in many instances. It is this combination which will most
likely continue to succeed. Strengthening the chief executive as the
.main actor (through CERC, Annual Arrangements, etc.) might
give him sufficient responsibility whereby he will have to pro-
duce. It appears that only with the in-depth involvement at local
general government will cities experience rapid and significant insti-
tutional change. So far the more independent Model Cities programs
have not been highly successful in this respect, there are examples
of change.

Health Centers.Model Cities acted as the catalyst for the develop-
ment of neighborhood health centers in seven cities in this study (and
for a large percentage of the 147 cities in the nationwide proposal).
Clinics providing these services to entire geographic areas of the poor
have changed the traditional ways health departments operate, and it
appears the new system is most likely to remain, particularly, in light
of the fact that this country's child health dilemma is its inability to
deliver quality health service (preventive and emergency) to the neigh-
borhood level.

For example, Boston not only changed the way traditional health
institutions operate, it has been the catalyst. for incorporating the
latest health care philosophy of treating all family problems at one
source. And Newark Model Cities can take credit for inadvertently
changing a backward city health department to one actively engaged
in treating a broad range of health care problems.

Model Sehools.Model schools have credited institutional changes
to at least three cities in this study. The improvement has been success-
ful in Chicago. For example, we would like to extend the demonstration
in the nine model neighborhood schools to the entire system.
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Maltpower Ceider8.Improving manpower insigrams has largely
been the task of the Labor Department, but Model Cities has used
much of its own funds to make additional headway in the target areas.
Funding manpower centers as has occurred in Seattle for purposes
of agency coordination, client convenience, and comprehensive treat-
ment of individual problems (health, grooming, counseling, education
and testing and interviewing techniques)has been a major change in
the usual way of doing business. Getting state employment service
personnel out of their offices into the neighborhoods and streets to
search for the unemployed has certainly changed the outlook of these
once rather staid agencies. Although the Community Action agencies
were first to make changes in the manpower field, Model Cities agen-
cies instituted similar practices in their own neighborhoods.SeiCorporations. --Aent Corporations. --A number of cities have estab-
lished nonprofit corporations incorporated by the state. Some of the
more effective semi-independent corporations will most likely cont inue
others will probably be eliminated in favor of operation by established
agencies.

The chief criticism is that they are competing units which have not
materially changed the way established agencies operate. Much of this
is due to the fact that they are too far removed from the internal oper-
ations of the system. It is still too early to tell whether agencies will
adopt Dayton's satellite corporations. On the other hand, corporations
in certain other cities have included agency people in their operations,
encouraging them to make changes. Multiservice centers in Chicago
and Savannah (Norfolk: Kansas City, Mo.: and many other cities),
for example., have been particularly adept at getting the agencies into
target. areas, handling clients differently, and forcing some permanent
changes.

One of the purposes of the Model Cities Program was to test new
delivery systems and to encourage the continuation of effective opera-
tions and the elimination of others. Ho lwfully, one of the lessons we
have learned is not to abandon all programs. but to pick from the good
and bad. We must also hope that block grants will not diseourage the
use of federal money for experimentation.
Management Capacity

Inereafting RespongThility and Capaeity.--The Model Cities Pro-
gram has served as a measuring tool for management needs and it has
demonstrated the wisdom for local officials to deal with a wide variety
of human and physieal functions. Tn many eases. it has exposed the
lack of management, capacity in local general government and made
obvious the need for additional professional staff. The prorrrain's plan-
ning objectives made it necessary for mayors to deal with problems
not traditionally in their scope of concern. such as education. health,
economic develonment. welfare and jobs. Tn order to deal effectively
with these mostly human services, it has been necesary to recruit from
profession with which chief execntives have not been entirely famil-
iar. But recruiting, communicating. and (h eloping policy with these
new management types has had the effect of illuminating city officials
about the problems of other agencies and how the latter influence the
course of city development. Chief executives have come a long way in
understanding the need for coordination, comprehensive plannillr, re-
view and evaluation of public agency proposals, and above all the
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necessity to have competent staff of their own in all functional areas.
In this manner, other professionals and politicians might be willing to
follow local government's lead.

However, it has been difficult to use a great deal of these funds to
improve the chief executive's capacity. Too much of Model Cities
money has been consunwd by sources suel as City Demme-lb.:akin
Agency (CDA) sta ifs and their need to respond to excessive federal
requirements; the training of slibprofessionals; and a pure lad: of
sound organization in many eases. Administrative expenses have run
as high as '20 percent (as was the case in New York City). Most local
officials believe that costs for training are justified and will he re-
warding in the long run, but they clearly feel other expenses can be
drastically reduced. This is one of the objectives of special revenue
shit rine., to cat red tape and administrative expenses hr starting fresh
or at least to shift qualified personnel from the more independent
CDA's to the chief executive's staff.

Streamlining the organization of Model Cities into a more directly
responsible city department, such as Community Services in Indiana-
polis and Urban Affairs in Kansas City, Mo., is a natural step to i-
proving government as long as basic objectives of the program are
maintained. including innovation, coordination. comprehensiveness.
and citizen involvement. Furthermore, much confusion aml dupli,q-
tion can he eliminated through the consolidation of Community Ac-
tion, Model Cities. and other overlapping bureaucracies into single
city urban affairs departments (as has been done in Chicago). It must
be made clear, however. that the above objectives of Model Cities need
be retained and that independent citizen groups should actually be
strengthened. partly with government funds. At least several of the
cities in this study are proceeding to do this, realizing that proper

organization and the retention of tie most competent staff from
social programs should make an immediate and marked improvement
on local goveri mien t capacity.

In addition to reorganization, almost. all local general governments
now realize the need for additional staff eapaeity. But in regards to
hiring additional staff, local governimmt officials are very realistic in
their appraisal of the lack of will of city councils to approve !reneral
tax money ( inelnding community development and other broad federal
funds) for increased professional staff. Because of taxpayer criticism.
funds for this purpose will most likely have to come from a special
federal source. Indianapolis. for example. is using over l million of
its Planned Variations funds for this very purpose. to hire whatever
number and quality of staff are necessary to get the total management
job done. It is doubtful that they would have used substantial local tax
funds for this purpose.

In fact, the fastest way to improve local !rovernment may be the
use of a special fund to hire and train the best possible administrators
in the nation to help solve our urban problems. much as was done to
di' in off the best minds to meet the nation's aerospace objectives.
Comprehensive Planning and Nianagement Act (mice known as "Sec-
tion 701 grants ") funds might be increased to $400 million annually
so that all communities and the nation could realize its benefits im-
mediately. Instead. it looks as if Congress may go in the other direc-
tion, cutting funds from $100 million to $75 million. On the other
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hand, the Administration's Responsive Government Act may piek
up some new money for purposes of improving management, but the
commitment. of resources is not. anywhere near the same level this na-
tion has made to other high priority goals.

Change of EmphaskToo many people expected too much from
the Model Cities experiment.. Indeed. we overestimated the will and
competence of cities and counties to meet the urban crisis. Local ad-
ministrators were undertrained or not available and HTTD was just
as ill-prepared to meet. Model Cities objectives. The process was as new
to federal people as it was to local technicians. At this stage, a lot of
the problems have been worked out and there are more competent
profes.--ionals to with. But now local project directors worry about
the shift. in emphasis. believing that there is too much stress on better
government and too little on the goals of quality of life. Nevertheless,
HTTD officials believe that improved management will help locAl gov-
ernment reach these goals. Floyd Hyde believes that they are comple-
mentary. In his words, "We are on the right track on how to make
this government system work."
Cif; n Participation

general. Perhaps the most eontroversial requirement in the Model
Cities Program has been citizen participation. The intent of its de-
signers was to tone down participation from the highs of the Com-
munity Action Program to something closer to the urban renewal ex-
periences. yet not go as far as to "plan for" people but, rather to "plan
with them." To the surprise of many. citizen partiripatinn developed
so strongly in many cities that the original conception of the mayor's
roleas one of unquestioned controlwas far more uncertain than
the role for citizens. The resident's role developed so strongly in a few
cases that established government was actually threatened and pro-
grams were delayed.

Under the Nixon Administration's New Federalism. roles were re-
defined. A stronger role was stressed for the chief executive, and later
an even stronger one conceived under the pronosed Better Communities
Act. In a number of the citywide Planned Variations experiments,
roles of the citizens declined to an advisory position : while in others,
they have remained at about the same strength. In the eight cities in
this study, most of the original resident. councils have remained at the
same level of power. But there seems to be little question in the minds
of residents and elected officials that. citizen power will he considerably
diluted without a legislative. mandate to sustain it.

An increasing number of local officials see the value in citizen
involvement and some express incredulity that we still need a federal
mandate to ensure that it continues. On the other hand, there have been
good and had experiences. In some eases, cities have had little prob-
lems; in others, a hard core of self-interested resident spokesmen have
delayed progress. On the whole, the experience has been worthwhile
as cities have ironed out the kinks.

Les8oim.There are a number of lessons to be learned from the vari-
ous citizen participation processes. First, we should not accept the
experience of any one city as typical. Too often the chief executive is

*Planned Variations Seminar, Indianapolis. Sponsored by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the National League of Cities /U.S. Conference of Mayors.
August 2. 1973.
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willing to use his single experience to draw judgment about a whole
complex process. There is too great a variety of conditionstsocial and
physical, which may influence success or the lack of it. These include the
degree of mayor leadership, skills of the chief administrative officer,
competency of Model Cities staff, leadership and cooperative nature
of the citizen board chairman, factional conflicts on the board, self-
interests of a few, lack of balanced interests on the board, little author-
ity or purpose for the board, poor facilities and inadequate citizen staff,
and the immensity of problems and shortage of resources.

Yet in spite of difficulties, effective leadership from both the mayor
and board can overcome most problems. In essence, the success of the
citizen processquite aside from its formal structuredepends largely
on the leadership ability of city officials and how much time they are
willing to devote to it. In the end, it may involve disbanding the origi-
nal structure or structures and starting anew until the right mix of
ingredients is found. In almost all cases, the correct mixture can be
found.

But why even begin a process with potential conflict? Many ob-
servers admit that there has not been a great deal of progress with or
without citizen participation. But there are purposes for citizen par-
ticipation especially learned through the Model Cities process: (1)
to develop an education and training process so that the average and
poor American can become honestly involved in the understanding
and operation of local government and in making decisions which
might affect his life, (2) to improve communication and trust between
city hall and residents. (3) to develop new leaders from a class of peo-
ple who otherwise might never have such an opportunity, (4) to get
early agreement on the kinds of projects citizens want so that progress
would not later be held. up, (5) to provide citizens with an effective
process by which they can effectively criticize and evaluate services,
and (6) to formalize participation structures so that they may become
a genuine part of government.
Model Cities Product

Process vs. Product. In the Model Cities Program, it is more
difficult to distinguish between product and process because one of
Model Cities' products has been to improve government processes.
Some observers point out that there has been considerable success in
process but not in product. Yet a large part of what we have described
so far is as much product as process.

Such things as innovation, institutional change, improved manage-
ment, and more effective citizen involvement are products of the Model
Cities process and are in themselves a higher quality of government
and life. Product and process are very much interrelated.

Measurement of Product. Product can be measured in a number
of ways. We have looked at it in three ways : level of service, efficiency,
and quality of service. In all of the Model Neighborhoods in this
study, quality of service has naturally improved for those thousands
of citizens who have never received such services in the past. In most
of the neighborhoods, the quality of service has been improved for all
citizens through addition of staff and equipment and improved tech-
niques. For many projects, efficiency is equal or better than agencies
providing similar services; for other projects, efficiency, productivity,
and the best use of the tax dollar are far below standard.
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This study did not include an evaluation of all projects in the eight
cities and was not meant to. Conclusions are based on a review of the
principal projects in each city, direct. observation and interviews with
staff and clients. We believe that most of the cities have reached a
point where major projects are providing at least standard services as
stipulated in individual contracts, but that considerable improvement
can be made with more highly trained staff, better facilities, more re-
sources ( in some cases), and more effective evaluations.

n q )orta ntly, although individual projects may perform satisfactory,
iit is difficult to see any measurable improvement in the overall quality

of life for entire model neighborhoods. For the most part, housing and
streets are still in a deteriorated state. unemployment is high, and sur-
ev after survey shows citizen discontent with their lot and a remark-
able lack of understanding about the objectives of Model Cities. The
elimination of outdoor toilets. paving of a few streets, and the con-
struction of some scattered homes have not been enough to raise the
spirits of the mass of people. Yet. in spite of this, there are improve-
ments in some quality of life goals.

Le cc/ of Sereirr.A. simple declaration of the level of service is not
indicative of costs or quality, but it does demonstrate new efforts in
poor neighborhoods. It is an indicator of how ninny people are being
served at a particular period of time, almost all of whom were never
receiving such services before. A later section entitled Assessment of
Product describes the types of services in more detail and gives figures
of service levels where available. In many instances in this study, pro -
p.rams were only in their beginning stages and sometimes data was not
kept in the cities. However, as projects finish their fourth and 'fifth
years. such data should be more readily available and also more val-
uable for comparative purposes.

Effic;eury.The level of increase in services in proportion to costs
is one measure of efficiency. In this study N. e have primarily used this
method to judge increases in productivity. We have not made compar-
isons of basic costs with other public or private enterprises. However,
it was determined that in some eases costs were higher and in others
lower than other agencies. Our concern was whether productivity was
improving or not. Of course, conditions vary from city-to-city and also
with the kind of service. A health care program in one city can serve
as an example.

The three Model Cities health centers in Boston served only 18.000
clients in 1971. This increased to 65,009 in 1t 7? and has continually in-
creased during 1973 with the same number of centers and approxi-
mately same basic costs exclusive of supplies. This increase has been
indicative of several factors: (1) greater resident trust in the system,
(2) improved communications (including the use of several media)
with residents. and (1) the fact that many citizens have accustomed
themselves to wing the centers with the same regularity that higher
income groups visit their family doctors or local hospitals. Although
me of the centers is lower than officials would like in relationship to
the outlay of funds. it is increasing at a fairly rapid rate. As a come-
qnence. productivity and efficiency are up bejause of a substantial in-
crease in workload and the maintenance of quality and costs. Further-
more. since these services are available to all model neighborhood mai
dents whenever they need them, community health care a. s one meas.



ure of quality of life factorsis higher in general. It could be improved
further by using the highest quality physicians and by inereasilig chief
executive interest. The point is that this project. (and others like it)
ought to he preserved and strengthened. for it has demonstrated a
sound base for improving quality and lowering per capita costs.

Qu4,1ity of Surch.c.---Quality (or effeetiveness) of services is more
difficult to measure. In Boston's health centers, masnmeh as more
people are getting approved health care from licensed medical per-
sonnel than ever before, quality of care is betterand so is the
delivery system. -Usually the strongest complaints against neighbor-
hood operations are leveled at the inexperience or inabilities of the
director and/or staff. Facilities, location and equipment have been
generally adequate, or are such that they can be corrected in a very
direct way. On the other hand. personnel actions take more time be-
cause of human sensitivities, politics, or the unwillingness of hoards
to act. Furthermore, it is especially difficult to find competent persons
who want to work in poor areas at lower salaries and less favorable
conditions than private practice offers elsewhere. In spite of these
pitfalls, the personnel in Boston's centers are rated highly satisfactory
by their fellow medical workers in private practice and by residents
of the model neighborhood. And as the quality of care is recognized
by more citizens, attendance should increase further.

Cohelwling Comment.The Model Cities Program has only taken
the first few steps toward quality of life goals but. at least it has
moved us a little closer to an understanding of the problems of the
poor and has taught us a great deal more about what is needed to
solve some of the most serious problems. The prow am has gone
through what it had to go through first, showing residents and city
officials alike all the elements of a rationale planning process. Citizens
had to learn almost from scratch about government processes. the
inventories of plans and policies, and how to get local officials to think
about priorities most important to residents. And government officials
learned more about the importance of the all encompassing man-
agement needed to deal with the new priorities. So far both citizens
and officials have benefited, and the quality of life for a large munber
of disadvantaged citizens has improved as well.
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Size and Severity
The characteristics of neighborhoods served by the Model Cities

Program can be illustrated by the eight cities where we conducted
case studies; Seattle, Chicago, Indianapolis. Dayton, Savannah, New-
ark, New York. and Boston. In all cases, the cities selected target
areas because of the extreme of their deterioration and depression.
But the cities vary in the degree of blight, from most severe in New
York, Newark and Chicago to lesser degrees of oppressiveness in the
other cities. In fact in Seattle's case, observers have asked "where are
the slums?" Yet hidden behind a facade of fairly sound structures are
depressed human souls.

Most of the smaller cities have pockets of blight, such as in Savannah.
but these pockets are physically as bad as the larger areas in the big
cities. But for the most part. the human problems in the smaller
cities are somewhat less severe than those in the larger cities because
problems of crime, drugs, youth gangs, congestion and the like are
not as intense. In most cases, knowingly or unknowingly, citizens of
smaller cities are already better oft than their counterparts in big
cities.

The Model Cities Program has been able to make a greater impact in
smaller communities because the level of funding has been more
commensurate with the problems. Therefore, proportionately more
people have been served and results have been more visible. We be-
lieve it would not take an excessive national commitment of resources
to wipe away the problems of slums in cities under 200.000 population.
The larger cities and counties would need special programs.

The seriousness of the problem in the model neighborhoods is still
not recognized by sonic. Whether it be a large or small community,
the problems each family facesdiscrimination. inadequate educa-
tion, and lack of opportunityare as important as any set of prob-
lems anywhere else. The statistics of blight in all the model neighbor-
hoods points out the severity of individual problems. Although Model
Cities, in conjunction with other programs, has improved the physical
and social environments some percentage points. conditions still re-
main severe. Model Cities has taken only the first few steps.
Health Crittiv

In all the cities. health care facilities were inadequate and doctors
have been leaving the inner city in vast numbers. The development of
neighborhood health centers has improved conditions immeasurably,
and some doctors have been encouraged to come back to the ghettos.
But health indices are appalling. Newark's death rate, for example, is
35 percent above the national average. In New York's model neighbor-
hoods infant mortality is more than twice that of the rest of the city,
drug addiction is five times greater, and alcoholism four times as
much. Savannah too has problemsinfant mortality rate in the

25-509--73-5 (2a)
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model neighborhood is one-third hiplwr than the county as a whole.
the tuherculosis rate more ;han t %vice I he roomy rate, and infectious
syphilis four times the county figure. None of the model neighbo -
hods in the eight citits were fitind bowline from these
deficienies.

cone.-;e, overerowiling is not only a major health fitetor, but re-
sults in poor conditions in !reneral. In Newark. 55 pereent of the
housing units in the model area were buil prior to 1940 and 74.3
percent are deficient. Itemarkedl. although 10,000 housing. units were
demolished in the city between June 1969. and June 1972, no Single-
family masts or public hous-ing was built dining this period, and only
14 two-family and 082 multi-famil units were conStructed. In New

iYork's model areas, only about 20 percent of the housing is sound,
.mnipared to 114 percent citywide. In Savannah. more titan 60 percent
of the model neighborhood housing was constructed prior to 130 and
only loir percent of it is rout:Were(' standard: outside toilets flourish,
and so far, there are no public or federally subsidized housing iii the
model area, In contrast, substandard housing in Seattle's model neigh-
borhoods is considerably higher when compared to the city as a whole.
Edueationai Achierement

Education too has been sorely inadequate. Ten of Newark's 14
permanent model neighborhood elementary schools were constructed
before 1901, and generally operate at 112 percent of capacity, with
some having 51 percent more pupils than originally planned. During
this review. ten of Savannah's 11 model neighborhood schools were
reported to have mental maturity. reading and arithmetic norms one
and two grades below the national average. In Seattle's model neigh-
borhood, one-half of household heads did not finish high school, while
in Savannah, 53 percent of adults over 25 years of age had less than
an eighth grade education. And in almost every one of the model
neighborhoods, most students do not go beyond high school, and drop
out rates are as much as twice as high as for the rest of the school
system.
Vnemployment

Unemployment and welfare are well out of proportion in all of the
model neighborhootls. In 1972. Newark registered 17 percent unem-
ployment and 36,000 persons on some form of public assistance. At
the MDR' time in the New York model neighborhoods, unemployment
was twice the national average, twice as many residents had unskilled
:lobs, and three times as many were on welfare compared to the. city
as a whole. Seattle has been experiencing a severe grip of unemploy-
ment primarily because of aerospace industry cutbacks. It has ranged
from 13 to 18 percent during 1972 in the city as a whole and as high
as 28 percent in the model neighborhood. It is typical for the model
neighborhoods to have unemployment rates two or three times the
city's average as well as unusually high percentage of the city's wel-
fare case loads. When youth and females and those who have tem-
porarily given up looking for work are included. unemployment fig-
ures in most model neighborhoods reach as high as 31) percent. If one
adds the underemployed, these figures rise to 50 percent in some areas--
certainly a tragic condition.
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tither Factors
Other services are rated just as poorly. Criruc figures in the model

neighborhoods are considerably higher than for the cities as a whole.
sometimes as nine as double. Yonth gangs are prevalent in the larger
cities a ml law enforcement less effective. Recreation facilities and
supervision are. grossly inadequate. multi- service centers almost non-
existent, transportation ineffective in carrying residents to jobs and
service centers, day care facilit iies nadequate. and many city services
poorly delivered. Housing code enforcement. street. construction and
repair, refuse collection, and recreation and park spacehave been the
prime areas of complaint. Encouragingly. the Model Cities programs
have begun to make progress in some of these areas.

One of the key factors in the creation of slums is discrimination.
This means a wide range of discrimination encompassing such things
as services, schools, housing. jobs, social contacts, and political ac-
ceptance. The demography of the model neighborhoods clearly shows
segregated patterns. Most of the neighborhoods are majority black.
One of the four Chicago areas is predominantly white, and one of
the three New York areas is about 60 percent Puerto Rican, while
another New York area has a large Puerto Rican and Italian poplin-
ti,en (see 'n'ap'e III below. Demography of Model Neighborhoods).
There are concentrations of ethnic groups in most of the model neigh-
borhoods; however, they are small in comparison to the total popula-
tions.

Some citizens have described Model Cities as a program for blacks.
Block grants or sonic scheme of citywide orientation could very well
erase this connotation. But of course, the discouraging statistics of the
model neighborhoods shows that the nation still needs to concentrate
resources in these severely depressed zones. And even with possible
errors in statistics-10 percent unemployment rather than 19 percent,
or :a) pereent more crime rather than doublethere appears to be a
clear mandate that special efforts need to be taken in the model
neighborhoods and other areas like them.

TABLE III. DEMOGRAPHY OF MODEL NEIGHBORHOODS

Model
neighbor-

hood
City Population population Model neighborhood demography

Newark 384.000 76.037 Blacks 77 percent, Spanish-speaking IS percent, and
Italian and other 8 percent.

Indianapolis 792,299 50.0^0 Clack 75 percent.
Savannah 118. nail 21.510 Chic', 70 percent.
Seattle 510.831 38. 581 Black 58 percent.
Dayton 243.601 35.007 Black 98 portent.
Boston 641. 071 57, 003 Bleck 67.8 percent. white 19.3 percent, Spanish 11.3

percent, and Indian and Asian 1.6 percent.

New York 7, 894, 862 1.000, on

(a) lath Bronx 260, OCO Black 32 percent, Puerto Rican 61 percent. and white
7 percent.

(b) Central Harlem 240, 000 Rack 91 percent.
East Harlem. Puerto Rican 80 percent and Italian and other 20 percent.

(c) Central Brooklyn 500.000 Black 63 percent, Puerto Rican 30 percent, and Italian
and other 10 percent.

Chicago 3, 58).400 326.823

Wnodlawn 63, OM Black 99 percent,
b) Near Soutn 115.877 De.
e) Lawndale 96.914 Do.
d) Uptown 54,000 Appalachian whites 29 percent, Indians, blacks, orientals

29 percent, and Puerto Rican and other 42 percent.



It AssEssauxT OF THE Pitoourr

Improving the quality of life and achieving concrete program
results have been fundamental to the Model Cities Program. Yet
little has been done to assess the product of these goals, for almost
all evaluations have concentrated on process. In fact, there is no over-
all federal compilation showing in which detailed categories the
money was spent. (such as street lighting, street repairs. etc.) let alone
the effectiveness of expenditures. In most cases, when federal officials
describe the lack of results in product, they have little substance to
back up their allegations. On the other hand. many localities have
conducted specific program evaluations which are very useful in pro-
viding an estimate of progress.

This study's direct assessment of eight citiesplus the utilization
of local evaluation reportshas resulted in conclusions which we feel
offer a useful picture of the program's progress. However, because of
the extensive number of projects. only major ones were reviewed. and
only through part of the fourth action year. Meanwhile. with the
apparent phasing out of Model Cities, it seems there should be more
concern about the product. what. chance there still is for success. and
what. needs to be done to make improvements. Such analysis should
take place regardless of the way the federal government plans to
funnel money to local government.

This review has found that not only in these eight cities but every
other city we have looked at. product success has depended primarily
on the caliber of each project's staff. as long ty adequate resources
were present. Chief executive leadership, citizen interest, and other
factorsalthough importanthave always been secondary. A. com-
petent staff usually proceeds straight away and does its job, many
times regardless of the political and social climate. Of course, better
leadership from the top. efficient procedures. and citizen support make
the job easier.

In the following pages. tug assessment is made of major functional
areashealth. education. manpower and economic development, hous-
ing. social services. and law and justiceand results cities have had
in dealing with many of the projects within these broad categories.
There are many successes as well as plenty of failures: but even with
limited successes. there are notable changes in the quality of life.
Seventl conclusions are drawn: (1) each project should he judged on
its individual merits and not totally disparaged because the rest of
the function did not t-ateceed. (2) It is illofiical and wasteful to throw
out whole programs simply to try new ideas. Good programs should
be saved. (3) We should benefit from past mistakes by making im-
provements in those projects which have a reasonable chance of suc-
ceeding. Many times it is only one or two needed elements that will
make the difference.
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$o itt1r*8 Succe,8
When looking at whole programs in the eight, cities, Seattle's is

the most impressive. Tide is due to competent staffing. good relations
between city hall mid residents, am' executive leadership. Little energy
lias Ake,: cxla ieg over roles. and there have been few delays
or ;,:e rill MS 111111i S, Pr iOri t ieS were readily agreed upon, the projects
were inaphinvoted expeditiously. and both internal and external
mechanisms were crented to monitor and correct programs from the
very fir:4 year. Miele while many other cities let their evaluation
components start itp late on the theory that there was not anything
to evaluate so early in the w program. The administrators in these cities

iSCOlintl'd the importance of early evaluation of such things as ideas.
plans. facilities and staff. Teo many of their monitors were obsessed
with inuabere, waiting for client lists to grow and failing to analyze
poreonnel and policies.

On the other !mud, Seattle leancql its lesson well. It was not content
with its own impressik ms of programs: it hired impartial consultants
with stweial expertise ill each function to make evaluations. With few
exception, other cities did not wish to do this for fear negative re-
ports might hers their fundiug. and besides they were not used to
evaluating reenlar city programs in this fashionat least not across
the hoard. ltut this evaluation paid off for Seattle because recom-
mendations were followed ill 11104 instanees.1

But. even with its major eomponents working well, Seattle's success
has not been overwhelming. Resources have been short, unemployment
high. experience in the lion resotiree field minimal, and in plain
words, it has been simply le,I as to expect ceonornic and social con-
ditions to rh011ge in a few slen. years. But let us look at the prinelpal
functions in all the cities.
Health. l'poireta

Seaftle.In health programs. Seattle Model Cities has made sub-
stantial headwey ill pre-paid health insurance. representative om-
munity health comicils. and general health planning. Although pre-
paid health for 1.a.',0 low-ieeonie families is comperable to standard
health insurance. highly desirable serviees of transportation and child
care have been added. The Community health Board. Ine.----eomposed
of five model neighborhood residents. five professionals. and five may-
oral appointeesadvises on all local health matters and is developing
a comprehensive health care system. This board is an institutional
change, as are several other kings: ( I) the sv.stein of neighborhood
health centers t phis a sueetesful mobile dental component). (2) com-
munity-based mental health center (over G.0(N0 monthly visits), and
(-3) an alcoholie rehabilitation center. l.nder Planned Variations.
these projects have been exp.inded to three other disadvantaged areas
in the city, and King Comity. which takes in the suburbs. has been
sufficiently impressed to emulate !karts of Seattle's Model Cities health
prografn.

ISeattle mot other rides improved th.'lr Pvuloatfon frehtihitio. Some cities
ve,o1141 Ilk.' to w:1,4141 ..xporkro, ,valoatfott to other thy clopnrtmnts as
regular proot.ihiro of /will covoromont-- In eontr.," to tilt. tnort, soporfleini mum' looltrof

proo.,s. Urn ttr 11%11 por.,ht of the ott imago': spout for ihis poriootP enlist -(111

H11111 Improve (hoc:0111,T of h,..31 govorillnt.
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ytild llopite;ro.NeighhOrhOOd health center; have been
particularly successful in most cities. Alt hough Indianapolis was hav-
ing a problem filling health clinics to capacity in 1972. its dental and
eve care services were considerably overtaxed. Boston. too, found its
three health centers underutilized in the first t wo years: but. it did not
take long. to go from 15.01H clients tit 1971 to I;S.91)0 in 172. In fact.
this program which offers comprehensive family care in a simple. co-
ordinated fashion under one roofwhere you can deal with a headaehe
and the anxiety that caused it and the unemployment problem that
caused the anxiety in flu' first placeis perhaps Boston's most success-
ful effort.

Boston's program has demonstrated two particular things: I) a
model of cooperatin between public and private sectors, and (2) the
training and creative use of community people. For the first time phy-
sicians and hospitals are deeply involved in and sincerely trying to
solve community health care problems And trained resident techni-
cians are helping other residents. On the ether hand, even greater pri-
vate commitment and resources are needed. There are suggestions that
the mayor, too, needs to get more deeply involved. encourage greater
participation by the private spoor. and sell the program. For example.
effective advertising is needed to reach the mass of people on the
benefits of preventive care: pay incentives are needed to attract and
retain skilled physicians. None of these problems is impossible to solve.
Furthermore. only a small increase in the budget for these items could
preserve this program for the long-range future.

Interestingly, these same types of problems are manifest in other
health programs as wellthat is. lack of adequate funding. under-
staffing and underpay. seemid-hand equipnent. less than ideal facili-
ties, and, rather than assistance, usually non - constructive criticiser
from the established medical societies about the quality of treatment.
This is true in Indianapolis where residents nevertheless prefer the
neighborhood centers to the almost inaccessible private doctor's offices
or Marion County General Hospital. which involves a diffictilt bus
ride and long waits. In spite of the problems. public health adminis-
trators there feel that neighborhood venters are not only vital but show
the way to more effective methods of treating the entire population.

NriefukNewark has had an esiecially difficult time developing
an elective health program: yet. it has made impressive progress,
since 1972. A report by the Center for Analysis of Public Issues at
Pinccton = points out how clients must go to a multitude of institu-
tions ( mostly long estalkhed, traditional agencies) to receive health
care and, in many instances, not receive any treatment. It argues that
the some amount of public health money can buy effective care merely
by reshuffling priorities and using neighborhood centers. Model Cities
is supporting the reeommendatios and has proceeded to develop
health centers. The first, Gladys Dickinson Health Station, served
over clients in the first year and will function as a model for
what Model Cities hopes will be -seven to ten additional health ven-
ters." However. this will never happen without the use of general
revenue sharing funds and other new sources. But already revenue
sharing is scheduled for budget balancing and cutting an excessive
property tax rate.

2 The Barque is Out, .1. Report on the. Newark, Nu 3ersPy Illsision of Health, center for
Analpds of Public Issne, . NPW Jer..ey, March, 19T2.
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Another major health program is the Interim Direct Dental Care
Project which provides dental insurance and ear and eye testing to
8,000 children in five Model Schools. However, even with this service,
surveys show the need is so great that tens of thousands of school
children receive no dental care at all during their elementary school
years. Traditional health care institutions are practically moribund.
hut recognizing the seriousness of the problem, Mayor Gibson gave
the city's health program a shot-in-the-arm by appointing a new di-
rector of health and welfare. In Newark's case, Model Cities has been
instrumental in providing much of the resources to help the city;
however, there would be little progress without the assistance of some
private institutions and the election of a new mayor interested in the
cause.

Dayton.The Comprehensive Health Center in Dayton is one of
four non-profit corporations. The contract for renovation of the cen-
ter was awarded through a negotiated bid process so that the door
was opened for the first time to minority contractors by means of al-
leviating some of the experience requirements. The center started with
serious administrative difficulties, including the necessity of dismissing
its first director. but new staffing has been its salvation. Because it has
been in operation only since October 1971, it has not had sufficient time
to work out all the kinks; however, city officials feel it is a successful
project.

Chicago.In Chicago, Model Cities funds have been used to start
four health centers: remodeling of the Epstein Clinic at Providence
Hospital to serve the Near South; building a center in Uptown de-
signed to handle 25,000 persons; and two centers under development
in the Mid-South area to handle 11,000 clients each. In spite of this
dramatic. increase in facilities, these centers will only be able to handle
about. ten percent of those needing care.

In addition to the centers, the city has instituted an innovative and
effective ambulance project which serves over 7.000 patients annually.

As a result of the health programs. several institutional changes have
occurred : (1) medical professionals have accepted the neighborhood
center concept. (2) eitizens are now involved on boards running the
centers, and (3) for the first time. an overall citizen board is advising
the eommissione of the Board of Health.

Ilowever. the city's program still faces diffieulties because Board of
Health leadership remains docile even after Model Cities convinced
Mayor Daley to appoint a new health director. The new director has
relegated the advisory hoard to a largely meaningless role, not much
different. however, from other advisory boards in Chicago.

There are other problems too: (1) a short supply of technical help
and () less than the best available care to the poor leeause the system
is not integrated with private health care and the most effective, latest
techniques. Nevertheless. several giant steps have been taken to provide
decent health care for the poor. Further incentives to attract top qual-
ity plip.ivians and the best private health care could substantially im-
prove the program.

Nor Iork.In New York. health programs have been less success-
ful. Model Cities was not able to get its health centers started until the
fourth action year because of delays in renovating facilities and general
bureaucratic bangups. Its most successful health projects have been in
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training paraprofessionals, establishing an alcoholic center in Harlem,
and providing free ambulance service to model area residents.
Ed oration Progratwe

Model Cities education projects have experienced less success than
health projects for a number of reasons: ( 1 ) difficulty of establishing
model schools comparable to model health centers due to the extraor-
dinary personnel costs per capita attached to education, (.2) greater
independence of school systems and their sensitivities to interference
by local government officials. (3) difficulty of measuring educational
achievement levels, and 14) persistent arguments among scholars and
technicians about which programs do the most good.

Many of the Model Cities communities developed projects in areas
which they felt would make immediate improvements, such as: more
training for teachers: greater number of quality teachers; special pro-
gramming for the slow and fast learners; involvement of parents; a
voice for citizens; and, opening the schools to adult education and other
community programs.

I lilc4q/u.Of the education programs in Chicago. the impact of the
Sclu»nes (amalgam of school and home) community school project
operating in seven schoolshas been felt throughout the school system.
This Model Cities program has demonstrated to the Board of Educa-
tion the value of various educational techniques. such as resident aides.
increased teacher training. citizen advisory boards. adult education,
bettyr learning environments ( for li woo children), free meals (for
:2Ii.o.a1). and parental involvement. in some instames, results have been
!wrier than expected. The Educational Testing Service of Barton-

schman Associates. Inc. believes that eitywide achievement test
scores of pupils in these schools reported during the Model Cities third
action year '.(riVe rise to the hope that the steady downward trend in
Dademi achicvenient has 1:een halted.- In fact. the Board of Educa-
tion world like to institutionalize the program citywide as a regular
part of the system, but it lacks the funds. The director Of Model Cities,
Erwin France. describes the program as an excellent example of "buy-
ing into the system- to create institutional change: but, he admits that
thene are still problems in the program. Not emeigh parents have got-
ten involved in an in-depth way and it is still difficult to get widespread
emnimmity support for Schomes. tiit' other hand. they have made
impressive advances.

Pil 10 fon. SO1olflNl h. Scottie. 1 MI /,u /.vii, i1I000.Y. -Mativ of the cities
have developed various comia 'Heins Of the community school concept.
although none as comprehensively or as successfully as Chicago's.
Dayton. Savannah. Seattle. and Indiahapolis. for example, have all
extended regular school hours to adults for evening classes, involved
parents to a greater extent in the schools than previously, provided
funds for teacher training. and developed special courses for drop-outs
and slow students. Of these cities, ,Aeattle has probably progressed
farther because of its intense efforts on individualized instruction.
continuous progress curricula. innovative teaching techniques, and
related health and social welfare services. Furthermore. over 00 Seat-
tle parents are actively ;nvolved in classroom activities (as instructors
and testers), and in eonnimnity development, fund raising, and project
evaluation. Indianapolis has had serious problems in getting adults
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(levelopment to an area s'uort it resources and technical assistance.
..Vrifrack.x ,'f ,s ;x-ri-,.;s 11 rofilc tox.Tiw t'Ct I i 1110Iley 1

vas an impressive S.::19 11km a 15)72. 3firor libsoo's two major jolt
goals are impressivo al-o: ( 1) to employ I:Looir residents and 02) to
enforce the ciry's .1i:1111:11 ko :1..1-ion plans. hicli stipillaie 691 :101
percent minority aoprentioes and percent hiiritir;ty
most 1w emi)loverl in an coust rretirm t radt.s. In I972.. there WE're only
TO blacks out Id 1 1,3:or construction trade union members.) Bnt with
cutbarks ill munpow(1. frimis. it ii'' eve!, riore difficult Gihson
to aehieve !!.()115. I 1IIV, t'Ver.
gaining minority iiiriror roncessioes from six airlines ill the develop-
ment of Ner.varli's new international airport. anti the airline indusiry
has agreed to finance :1 ..`1:2 stalls i111111111g
pror.rani for minorities. the lack (if other nino eon-
struction jobs will hurt. .1.11(l NVirli its ii/11.111o1

11:::111V P2,111144(41 to malw an impart in
this regard.

Furthermore. the city has been iorahle to operate its fed-rah PiLilie
Employment Pro.lrairi 11 PEP) succe:ssfully. lantely because it has
treated the as meaningless part-tint' employment. with
l'llit"ta"e t hi Priare toot ivritor. un(lorscore this. each eity coini-
einnan was give."' a onota people they could hire for the program.'

Model Cities are still in the proc-
ess Of developing one-stop remprehensive employment conters. and
results have been ;nixed. .S'eattl's Ermiloyment Unice/Lt.'. iS 'ate Of
the inost sticeyssfid nationally: yet, it too has hail its sl,cre of dilli-
crilties. A joint comprised of stote and city offi-ials and model
neiglihorlaxxl residentshas 111.1.1,, it possible to c.et tilt` participation
of all t he principirl manpower rproricies: however, it has not vet 1'v:41111'0d
111 the kind of er)ordination necessary to avert duplieation of effort
and !mild a Sy:4C1ii rus tonsi ye to the disativantaged. Its Major (1)111-
pononts are only in the early stages of developloent. These inelinle a
unified management informatitm Minority Skill Bank. com-
mon referral forois. an 1(, ne.. 1.1 . 1 serviccS plan. The inoso-
difficulties appear to la, the lael: u if a sinale. strong administrative
unit and the hesitcmcv on the part of individual agencies to refill-
limslt their autonomy for the benefit of a unified system. The a!r1 parent
needs are for the particitniting no.encies to commit themselves to the
notions and policies of the troard and secondly to a S111,413 adminis-
trator with responsibility to direct all pers(rmiel in the center.

In spite of these difficulties. the in' has elicited more coordi-
nation and cooperation nut of ar-euries. than lids existed before. More-
over. 3foi ( 'it it's 1111(1 city officials ore taking concrete steps to correct
lb(' deficiencies by folbovin!, up on evaluation reports. However, more
tune is needed to correct well as a strong effort front
state (Alit-131s to simplify their own manpowee snatchy, and direct
their agencies to cooperate.

As already- Unheated. Model t'ities nmirpower programs have been
vitally concerned about luring minorities. Seattle is one of the few
cities which 113 s sureverled in establishing a fair record, part hailatly

3 ['EP hi not n Model Cities prozratn. but it ha loot eon:Wei-lido effeet on what Modeltitles was able to do with the unemployed from the 3.trget aren... New York tool Newarkfailed miserably. for example. %011ie Seattle anti St I.tmls were hlohly suceesquiproving
olive again that failure Is usually not doe to proarain design but to the administration of it.
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in the hiring of minorities in the construction industry. In 1972, it
had 454 minority persons (or 17.5 percent of the city's total) in con-
struction jobs. One of Model Cities' accomplishments includes ap-
proval by the Seattle Board of Workers to allow various project staff
to hold pre-award conferences with contractors on city jobs. In the
past. conferences were held after contracts were awarded. The new
scheme has resulted in project staff approving 39 contracts and turning
down four.

In economic developmenteven though most of Seattle's efforts
have resulted in "Mom and Pop" type businesses-12 minority con-
struction contracts have been financed with Model Cities backing, and
several large performance bonds (one for 748,000 and another for $1
million) have been obtained in support of the contractors. Also a
number of buc,inesrcc have been developed in such fields as printing,
a shopping center, frozen foods, and specialty food processing.

Dayton's Progress.Dayton has had its share of problems with
manpower programs. One of its most serious difficulties has been with
the Manpower ('enter a non-profit corporation and its major em-
ployment project. The first two directors were fired for incompetency,
and the center never succeeded in developing "one-stop" (all agencies
under one roof) objectives. The Concentrated Employment Program
(CEP), working in conjunction with Model Cities, has had even
greater problems. It fired four directors, lost important records, and
has been faced with general administrative inadequacies from the
beginning. Nevertheless, with all its faults, each year some 400 to
500 persons have received training, and records show that as high as
SaI percent of these have been placed in jobs. The Cl).. believes most
of the problems have finally been worked out.

Economic development projects have not advanced very far, with
sonic notable exceptions. Perhaps the most highly successful example
is the Unity State Bank, a black enterprise supported by Model Cities.
It received almost no assistance from other lending institutions of the
business community: nevertheless, it is prospering and now plans to
open a downtown branch. In respect to progress in other economic
projects, the city feels it may be able to show considerably more
success as it proceeds to develop enterprises citywide under Planned
Variat ions.

New l'oek. City's Multiple Problems.Manpower programs in New
York have been ineffective almost across the board. Of all the projects.
health career training has shown the greatest. potential for success
because it was designed to train for meaningful jobsones where
openings actually exist. Yet. even here only 50 percent of the enrollees
have stayed in the program. And by the middle of 1972, only 100
persons had been graduateda small effort in solving this great city's
unemployment problems.

Clerical training, operated by the Chamber of Commerce. also was
provided built-in potential for success because it was practically
guaranteed job placement for those who completed the course; yet,
in 1972. only 94 remained out of 842 who entered the program.

The biggest training project, Job Training, was less successful. Its
budget for the first tip o years was $7,917,000; but by the end of the
first year. it graduated less than 400 trainees and placed fewer than
150 in jobsan unusually high cost-benefit ratio. Furthermore, the
program has had difficulty in finding and keeping a reliable operator.
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On the other side, a much smaller job training program operated by
the Urban Coalition in Harlem is reported by the CDA evaluation
unit as operating efficiently and effectively.

One of the unfortunate aspects of New York's Model Cities man-
power program has been too heavy a reliance. on trying to develop
career-ladders (permanent city job slots where employees have a
chance to advance) in municipal departments. The problems started
when the unions rebelled and then the courts upheld them against
what they called favoritism to get model neighborhood residents on
the civil service lists. The unions called it discrimination in reverse.
As a consequence, millions of dollars have been spent on jobs for
Model Cities residents in mostly useless and unproductive training
slots, almost all of which will end as soon as Model Cities' money
Aries up. Not all has been wasted, however, because a sizable segment
of the unemployed was hired for jobs, and a good portion of the
money$17,000,000was used for special sanitation and clean-up
programs. But it looks like no one will come out with permanent jobs
from this effort.

On the other side, the community service officers, hired to work in
Housing Authority projects, are in a useful program, strongly re-
garded by residents and the police. The fire inspector's training pro-
gram is also rated above average by residents and fire department
employees, who appreciate extra inspection help. However, there has
been little pressure to break down the traditional hiring processes or
lower the qualifications for recruiting police and firemen; these unions
are too powerful and controversial.

As far as intervening to get jobs for minorities in the outside
construction unions, Model Cities has not. even tried. On the other
hand. the. city has been no more successful. Mayor Lindsay and the
Building and Construction Trades Council agreed to the New York
Plan, calling for 800 trainees annually, but by the end of the first
year less than half ihat number were in training and only 22 persons
permitted to form unions.

Chicago First in Innoration and State Cooperation in Manpower
Centers.Chicago reached agreement early with the Illinois State
Employment Service and other agencies to locate manpower offices in
the city's community action (0E0) funded multi-service centers. In
fact, it led the federal government in these innovations. Instead of
creating separate inanpover or health centers. large comprehensive
centers were developed to handle all social services. (The negative
asp;:t of the program is the size of the centers. In some cases, the cen
ters have turned into additional bureaucracies -the very thing the
program was tryin.to avoid.) In 1972, Model Cities appropriated
funds for four additional but smaller multi-service centers to serve
each model neighborhood. and they will include manpower programs.

Model Cities has played a minor role in helping to get minorities
into the construction trades. The city made an effort to do something
about the problem in the Chicago Plan which called for 4000 minority
trainees. But this plan fell apart. By July, 19'72, a new plan was being
developed.

Savannah Yrte18 Proolding.Savannah has been successful in bring-
ing together manpower agencies under one roof, such as the Georgia
Department of Labor, State Office of Rehabilitation Services, and
Savannah-Chatham Board of Education. However, not all agencies
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are cooperating and there is no single etTectivo administration. In Sa-
vannah, there were no major hreakthroughs in minority hiring. in the
construction trades well into 1973. And there were no signs that any
would take place either.
bitAilayubs--Le-0-/ea,1i;p From Me Top.Indianapolis Compre-

hensive Manpewer Center has Inn! serious difficulties. Evaluation of the
center by the city's Coninienity Service= Program ib 1972, reported
that -internal disorders resulting, from lack of staff communication.
and top admi hist naive ilisi tuterest. reflected upon the poor achievement
of project objectives," Ever since, improvements have been underway,
includiwr stall' restructuring. new lines of authority to the Metropoli-
tan. Manpower C(mmission. and realistic project objectives. 'Here the
mayor and his top administrators are proving that they can turn a less
tlian successful venture into a successful one, wit hout *dismantling the
entire program.

In regards to minority hiring in the construction trades, Model
Cities has mostly taken a Lack seat, mainly because this type of activity
takes collective bargaining and leadership from a wide variety of peo-
ple. including elected oilicials, business and unions, and residents. On
the other hand, the city has made progress in its Indianapolis Plan
( rated by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance as one of the best
two in the nation in 1971) because of its ability to pull the collective
leaders together.
0 th re Model Cities Projects

Although this review cannot discuss all the numerous Model Cities
projects, a brief look at the highlights of some of the remaining pro-
grams should serve to portray the extent of the Model Cities Program
and what was expected of it.{

housing. housing and neighborhood conditions are the first thing
the eye sees and it is from this physical appearance that many judge
the quality of life because it is the most noticeable. But if one were to
assess improvements from this alone, he probably would not get very
far from a zero score, for there have been few physical changes in the
model neighborhoods. The occasional new multi :service center or
paved street is hidden amongst the massiveness of housing deteriora-
tion. And housing programs seem to take the longest to develop, about
three to four years from planning to building. Some turban renewal
projects took ten and fifteen years to develop and many cleared acres
still sit idle, so it is hardly fair to expect that Model Cities would revo-
lutionize this process.

Construction and rehabilitation of housing are more costly than any
other function. Model Cities could have spent all its money in this
way with nothing left for other programs, and made little impact on
neighborhood appearance. Cities, therefore, simply decided to demon-
strate possibilities and net as catalysts for not-for-profit housing
development corporations. But too few houses were built to make a
difference.

By the middle of the fourth action year, almost all cities in this
study had only 50 or 100 houses under new construction and not many

For further details, FIPP the rose bi4tories In Model Cities Impart on Retter Comment-flea: rase Studies of Eight Cities, by George J. Washuts (furtheotnIng from PraegerPublishers).
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more tinder rehabilitation. In new construction, Seattle, had..38 units.
roston 129, Chicago 25. Indianapolis a development loan for 05 units.
S.avannah none. Dayton 137. Newark still in the planning stage, and
New York, the largest ninalwr. over I 21)0, mainly because it got an
early start with other III D housing. money. Model Cities acted as the
catalyst..

In New York. by January 1971. there were 9.993 low-income units
and 669 moderate-income units under construction. and another 4.10
units of low - income and 7.3i )11 units of moderate income in planning;
hut. these could not be attributed to the Model Cities Program. In the
Ilmwnsville Model Cities area, often described as the -slm-of-slums,"
there was not a single housi lig start by .1 anuary. 11I72.

Newark has taken two big steps in housing: (1) in rehabilitation
and 12) planning of a proposed $389 million new town-in-town-in the
eastern end of the model neighborhood, for which Model Cities has
already allocated $4.077.497. There are 501) homes under rehabilita-
tion and 2,000 more assigned to private developers. The Housing De-
velopment and Rehabilitation Corporationestablished by Model
Cities is perhaps the program's most successful component. At one
time the city was assured of receiving $50 million for its rehabilita-
tion program, but federal budget cuts have reduced this drastically.

In rehabilitation, except for Boston and New York, other cities in
this study are not doing much. By early 1979. Boston had 719 housing
units in the pipeline and New York had 1.031 units under rehabilita-
tion and another 9.400 in planning. New York's biggest housing
tragedy leas been the Emergency Repair Program (which Model Cities
entered after the program was in operation for several years under
the city's Housing and Development Administration), which ended
up in bribes, kickbacks, and millions of wasted dollars. This same type
of program has also experienced difficulty in several other cities (not
in this study) ; however, this does not reduce the need for the program
or the ability of well managed cities to operate it properly.

Public Facilities and Soeial Seeriees.Most of the cities put money
into community facilities, Seattle was particularly proficient at this.
It built over 15 parks and playgrounds: added $85,000 of new street
lighting. $66.000 of underground wiring, and $225,004) of utility up-
grading: and completed many other

is
projects for the model neighbor-

hood. It s now developing a series of multiservice centers and other
socially oriented facilities.

Almost all of the cities have constructed or plan to construct elabo-
rate community facilities. Chicago is proceeding to build four
million multi-service centers in the four model neighborhoods: Indian-
apolis already has four centers; Dayton is building a million dollar
comprehensive social service center; and Savannah has rehabilitated
an old building for this purpose.

Newark has placed a large share of its funds in new street lighting.
new street. signs, tot lots, improved refuse collection, and four Aetion
Now centers. It has also allocated over $1 million for three multi-
purpose centers. The city's biggest problem has been its inability to
select competent and dedicated people to rim these programs properly.
The right programs have been selected but few function well. And
maintenance and follow-p are poor (typical, however. in most cities).
Playgrounds and certain other facilities have been allowed to deteri-
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orate to the point of non-use and community disgrace, largely because
of the hurry to spend money and build things and the lack of concern
for providing ongoing, long-range funds to keep the facilities in de-
cent condition.

Late and Jvatice.All the cities have developed projects designed to
reduce crime. Perhaps the most comprehensive is Newark's law and
justice program. In June 1972, Eugene Doleschol, director of the In-
formation Center at the National Commission on Crime and Delin-
quency (NCCD). stated that Newark is one of three cities that stands
out above all others when its Model Cities criminal justice protects
are examined from a city point of view rather than project-by-project.
lie stated that Newark administers the most well-rounded program,
outstanding "because of the comprehensiveness of its approach. its
planning and coordination, the sophistication of its programs, and
its fiscal skill in using Model Cities seed money to attract . . . other
funds." a

ri idea of the program's comprehensiveness may be derived from
an outline of projects. As a master project, Newark's Comprehensive
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Planning Project coordinates
subprojects. The Comprehensive Juvenile Delinquency Strategy Pro-
gram consolidates existing and new juvenile delinquency projects. The
Youth Service Agency plans, operates, and coordinates community-
based youth services that operate from youth centers. The Pilot Proj-
ect in Pre-Adolescent Services is part of a national strategy of the
Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration

YDDPA), in which Newark and 15 other cities have been selected
to develop and implement comprehensive demonstration programs.
Another body, the Narcotics Advisory and Rehabilitation Council,
consolidates five narcotic prevention and treatment programs. Legal
services for residents, three police storefronts safety lighting, minia-
ture teletype units in patrol cars, walkie-talkies for the Police Tacti-
cal Squad, and an electronic stenographic system are all part of the
program. As is indicative of these projects. funds for Newark's pro-
grams have not all gone to hardware. a common complaint about law
enforcement projects in many other cities.

Certain other cities have done fairly well with their Model Cities
criminal justice money also. Seattle 11as developed an outstanding
Public Defender program under a non-profit corporation, which is
attending to -15,000 needy cases annually never before serviced. Most
of the cities have developed half-way houses for ex-convicts, drug
addicts. alcoholics, and youth offendetv. Chicago has developed six
police community centers and two youth correction service centers.
It also has 4S( police-community aides who assist the police in minor
duties. They have mainly, however, succeeded in developing better
police community relations and calmer neighborhoods. The quality
of centers and the performance of police community aides in the
cities are mixed. In many cases, for example, police aides have not
been fully trained or integrated into police departments. And too
often they are given unproductive and unrewarding assignments.

3 Eugene Delegehol. grim ;not Justice Program* in Mallet Nile*. Crime and Dellnuneney
Literature, Volume 4, No. 2, June 1972, pp. 318-321.
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Again, in emphasis of the importance of sound management, when
there is good administration and leadership from the top, programs
run better. Where there is not, it is difficult to see where greater local
discretion to make decisions will help.
Conclusion

In order to reach its quality of life goals, the Model Cities Program
believed it needed to attack all problems, and at the same time. This
has had the effect of diluting funds so that it has been difficult to
show an impact in any one function. On the other hand, the wide
range of programs has provided valuable demonstrations of what
the urban areas need and what might work. This latter experience
has probably been more worthwhile than what would have been de-
rived from a concentration of funds in only a few functions, for
then Model Cities would have been much like categorical grants
without the benefit of flexible and innovative monies.

As stated previously, we believe that smaller amounts of money
should have been used in many of the questionable, experimental
areas, with larger doses applied to the top priorities. In any event.
there was never enough money to reach the critical massto substan-
tially solve problemsin any function. And now, to the demise of
pities and counties the debate has unwittingly switched from the need
for resources to the structure of the revenue process. Nevertheless.
the nation will shortly have to think seriously about the level of
resources needed to solve its problems.

This study shows that very few cities have been able to achieve
success in all service areas. On the other hand, it reveals examples
of individual project successes which could very well be expanded
citywide or the experiences transferred to other jurisdictions which
might benefit. In this respect, one must not lose sight of the importance
of trying to make specific projects in the neighborhoods successful,
where this potential exists. In this way residents may continue to
receive services they need, regardless of some failures about them.
In the meantime, further improvements can come about through addi-
tional federal incentives, local leadership, better city management,
and a concerned citizenry.



V. CITIZEN PAirricir.vrios

Citizen participation has been perhaps the most controversial fea-
ture. of the Model Cities Program. It has had successes and failures.
And although Model Cities was designed to be the mayor's program,
the unexpected determination of residents to wield a strong voice in
the program changed the scope of priorities: Ever since. III7D has
been trying to return the program to the chief executives but to
maintain a meaningful and effective system of citizen participation.
17,1;ng Helpful Nomenclature

A useful classification of the relationships among citizens, staff and
city officials was developed by Marshall Kaplan, Gans and Kahn in
a study of the Model Cities planning process.' They placed planning
in the context of five basic possibilities (with the likelihood of numer-
ous variations) : (I) staff domimneestrong control by staff, sus-
tained chief executive interest. and citizen involvement primarily to
legitimize the process; (2) staff hollueneesome staff involvement,
minimal chief executive interest, and weak (non-cohesive and not
politically integrated) resident involvement; (3) parityacceptable
levels of staff involvement, sustained chief executive interest, and
cohesive, turbulent free citizen involvement; (4) resident influence
minimal staff and chief executive involvement, and usually a non-
cohesive, mostly turbulent resident group, and finally (5) resident
'1(min/ewesupport from the chief executive and staff, and strong
and cohesive not necessarily politically integrated or turbulent
resident involvement. It is natural for these variables to interchange
frequently, as political and social climates change.
oreeriew of Eight Cities

In the eight cities examined in this study. the range of diversity
has varied from one extreme to another. Parity has been the case for
both Seattle and Boston, and resident dominancefor much of the
timein both Dayton and New York. Staff dominance has existed
in font cities: Chicago, Indianapolis. Savannah, and Newark.

Indianapolis emerged from a strong resident position to one oi-
)rarity and then to staff dominance, as the professionals began to
initiate. plan and manage almost all programs. There is a feeling now
that it may have again moved to a position of parity.

Until recently, Newark's staff dominance did not mean mayoral
or city hall control but rather the overpowering elusiveness, independ-
ence and secrecy of the CD.t director and a few staff members. In
Chicago and Savannah, staff dominance has never been questioned.

Dayton is another story. Many observers would call this system
resident dominance because of a powerful, rather independent citizen's

The Model Cities Program, A Comparative Analysis of the Planning Prorean in Fierce
(lilts, Marshall Kaplan Gans and Kohn Associates also completed studies of 21 Model
Cities in 1072 and a survey of 147 cities in 1973. making use of the same terminology.
They also eonehtde that findings In the later studies are essentially the same as the early
work.

(41)
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board, which has had veto power over any action in the model neigh-
borhood. Yet the city staff has been influential enough to prevent
things from getting completely out-of-control.

In New York the dominance of residents was countermanded by a
much stronger staff role. The resident groups are presently non-cohe-
sive and non-turbulent.
Chicago :Staff Dominance

Under the powerful leadership of Mayor Daley. citizens in Chicago
have been unable to effectively challenge city hall control. In the early
days of Model Citieswhen I IV D was pushing for greater citizen in-
volvementMayor Daley sternly warned HUD Secretary George
Romney and Regional Director Francis Fisher that the federal gov-
ernment was not going to tell him how to run his city. But after some
federal pressures and a recommendation front a blue-ribbon committee
he appointed, Community Improvement Advisory Committee (used
as the Workable Program Advisory Comm ittee), he agreed to the con-
cept of citizen involvement and declared that 50 percent of Model
Cities Board members would be elected and 50 percent appointed, us
long as he made the appointments. In Chicago's one-sided, politically
dominated system, this meant the Democratic Organization would win
almost all elective seats and Mayor Daley would need to make only
one or two appointments in each area to control the board; only in the
Woodlawn area did the anti-Daley forces gain a significant voice.

This obsession by city hall for control led to one of the highest votes
of any Model Cities program in the nation. Daley marshalled precinct
workers and his whole political machinery to "get out the vote" con-
sequently, over 30 percent of eligible voters participated, compared to
five and ten percent in most cities.

In spite of the unfavorable odds against citizen control, residents
have been given more power than ever before and more than any other
official body in the city. For example, the city's war-on-poverty pro-
gramChicago Committee on Urban Opportunity (CCUO)has
always been a city operation without citizen control, symbolically
guided by a blue-ribbon board appointed by the mayor. The CCUO
local boards have dealt mainly with less important problems revolving
around neighborhood centers. But in the Model Cities program, local
political analysts believe that Mayor Daley's strategy to appoint
half of the Model Cities membershipwas designed to provide broader
participation rather than to gain control. If all board members had
been elected, Daley's political apparatus could have easily won the
majority, if not all members in three of the areas. The appointment
process has allowed the Model Cities director, Erwin France, to recom-
mend qualified persons to the mayor from a wide variety of sources.
And although there is little question that all major discisions are
made from I)aley's office. a good deal of what the boards recommend is
accepted. For the first time, citizens are actually contributing ideas
and determining neighborhood priorities. As a result, the pendulum
of success or failure for citizen participation in Chicago has swung to
the positive side.
Indianapolis

Staff Dominance or Parity.Indianapolis has a strongly oriented
staff program but it also has considerable input from citizens. Citizens
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assume mostly a secondary role because of lack of staff for the Model
Cities Board and because the city hall staff is exceptionally competent
and far ahead in its planning. The substance of plans and new program
ideas are generated mainly from city ball. Indeed, some key residents
feel that the neighborhood task force proposals. as restructured by
technicians, distort their views. In the second and third action years,
Model Cities Board members continued to express a belief that they
were receiving only token recognition from the mayor's office. They
particularly resented strong city hall control over fiscal, personnel, and
policy matters.

Part of the problem stems from the fact that the board itself has
been split most of the time. There have been serious factional disputes
and, moreover, there are questions about whether the board fairly
represents the community. For example, when elections were due in
the spring of 1971, the hoard balked, pointing out that there was not
enough time to show program effectiveness and, therefore, this might
hurt their chances for re-election. Mayor Lugar finally threatened
to cut off the monthly stipend paid to neighborhood members
if an election were not held. It finally took place February 4, 1972,
resulting in a more cohesive, less turbulent board.

Although characterized by staff dominance, program administra-
tors in Indianapolis have nurtured channels of communication and
participation. For example. the city requires program approval by
both the neighborhood planning councils and the CDA Board. In
explaining the effectiveness of this process, David Meeker, former
deputy mayor of Community Services (the department under which
Model Cities falls). stated that all past hoard proposals have been
accepted by Mayor Lugar and that the mayor insists he will support
any program receiving substantial citizen acceptancenot merely
board. endorsement. Their philosophy is designed to encourage greater
participation. Furthermore, then, is a community feeling that city
officials are genuinely attempting to develop an acceptable process,
even though it is one designed by city hall. On the whole, in spite of
past difficulties, the system is operating successfully.

Plop tied Variatiatmrnder Planned Variations, although the
model neighborhood continues to enjoy the special position as an
impact area 1 with the same level of funding), Indianapolis has taken
steps to include other disadvantaged areas in its redevelopment plans.
A Mayor's Task Force on Community Services is engaged in making
recommendations for additional areas to be included in the plan
based on two major criteria: (1) availability of resources so that the
required impact can he achieved: and, (?.) existence of a viable citizen
participation organization within the community and completion
of a sound planning process. The relationship to the city's overall
strategy is taken into consideration in designing the plan. This in-
chides a policy of expansion until the central husiness district is
largely surrounded and the entire "inner city" is designated as model
neighborhoods.

Initial expansion is taking place in the highland- Brookside neigh-
borhood. which has a sub-area plan approved in 1969 by a local citizen
participat;qa structurethe Near East Side Community Organiza-
tion (NESCO). NESCO was selected by a Neighborhood Congress,
which is comprised of 140 formal representatives appointed by 70
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different citizen groups. In Fehnary 1!172, 543 million in projects was
approved for Highland-Brookside and S.43.75 million set aside for all
other neighlairhoods in the Inner Need Area. The city has committed
itself to an effective citizen participation program and certification of
recognized citizen units on a en y w ide basis.
Naparii0o/1: Arhon;/,,,,cc

Another system dominated by the CDA staff and city officials is
Savannah. There was little history of citizen involvement prior to
the Model Cities Community Action Programs. Apathy and alien-
ation have been the rule. with residents under the belief that their
ideas would be of little value and probably would not be considered
anyway. It was not surprisin!, that there was no clamor from residnts
to brin Model Cities to Savannah. Indeed, it was up to the city
manager to initiate the planning and convince an overly conservative
city council (there i now another, more liberal council) that the
money would he an economic advantage to the city mach like a new
industry. It was the Model Cities planninc, process, the workshops
and resident training (the latter, conducted by Savannah State Col-
lege and the University of Georgia) which led to the active involve-
ment of once passive residents. Former City Manager Picot Floyd.
even today. is highly impressed with this successful mohilimtion,
declaring the active development of the Model Cities Neighborhood
Council as the most significant aceomplishment of the Savannah pro-

Althotorh he feels this new political maturity will continue to
crrow there are those who are skeptical of the intentions of certain
elected oflicials to nurture this rather successful development process.
As one alderman Nit it. "Tt would he no great loss if Model Cities
fell." Ilesponsilile local observers believe that a "no strings attached"
speeial revenue sharing package would very likely let it fall, along
with five years of citizen growth and motivation.

Like other programs, this one has had its prohems. The Model
Cities Neighborhood Connell was legitimately elected throutth a com-
munity convention process of several meeting's, which drew as many as
Loon persons. lint factional disputes disrupted the hoard during the
various periods of its history, and a rnimentA about not hirintrenongh
residents slowed the prooTam. The board's executive director was
fired for mis-managemnt and imethical practice. Eventually, the city
wa,: forced to pla,.e tighter controls on operations, and ever since,
tlonfr,4 have rut more smoothly.

The Savannah experience. like many others, points out the need for
city gnidithee through growth periods. With this kind of administra-
tive leadershi p. th is program continues to improve. projects are operat-
ing near capacity. arid part icirontg are growing, a sense of community
is a pi at rent, and (as observed by a local official) there are more blacks
iii loPal rrorernownt (ninny in key positions) than would hare keen
emohbved in 1(1 to 15 years without Model Cities.

A lthoiodi vannah was not collimate enough to fall under the
pi:mood voriatio,,s po,r;;In. the ( ).1 staff fin anticipation of ,VV-
enla, sliaring) proposed that the city extend citizen participation city-
wide and expand resources to all 11 poverty areas outside the model
neighborhood. They recommended that one representative be elected
to a Community Advisory Conneil for each 1.000 residents living in
the poverty areas. However, until more is learned about the status of
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revenue sharing, city council has postponed any decisions on this plan.
In brief, many believe that without a requirement for citizen par-
ticipation, the city fathers may drop the idea even though it is judged
to be perhaps the city's most important accomplishment.
Newark: Staff Dominance

Newark started out under city hull control and practically no citi-
zen influence. With the election of Gibson, it turned to a staff dominant
program, but still with executive leadership and weak citizen involve-
ment. The CDA not only controlled the citizen participation process,
but to the annoyance of city officials, remained almost completely inde-
pendent of city operations, proceeding to create a "shadow govern-
ment." The director during this period, Junius Williams, believed that
citizen participation would be more effective by employing model
neighborhood residents in key positions rather than developing a
strong citizen boardin direct disregard to a management philosophy
which supports a clear distinction between elected policy makers and
staff. Some local people were employed in important positions but
many principals were not city residents, anyway. Most damaging, the
approach resulted in a weak citizen boardone which was unable to
develop legitimacy. influence city politics, or even keep tabs on what
the director was doing.

From the beginning in 1968, Williams led a dissident group called
Newark Area Planning Association (NAPA). They held an inde-
pendent election outside federal guidelines which nearly cost Newark
its first year funding. However, H17D merely nullified the election.
A second election was held which drew about 6,000 voters and usel
regular city voting machines. But the second council was too big (5L'.
members) and was inflicted with severe racial splits and calculated
control from city halldirected by then Mayor Hugh .T. Addonizo.
Addonizo moved decisively to gain control of the Model Neighborhood
Council by offering jobs to its members and loading the entire ageney
with patronage employees. Naturally, citizen participation never got
off the ground.

When Kenneth Gibson won election as mayor in 1970, he replaced
almost all patronage employees with model neighborhood residents
and committed himself to operating a "clean ship." However, the
Model Neighborhood Council never developed any strength. even
though it was granted veto power by city council. Its powers were di-
luted because everything it did was treated in a negative way. The
CDA staff immersed it in the review of previous activities rather than
concentrating its attention on new programs. Its decisions turned out
to be untimely and unimportant. And by fall of 1972. the Model Neigh-
borhood Council was not having any more success than it had in the
beginning in controlling programs or influencing the largely inde-
pendent CDA. Block clubs and district. assembly meetings turned out
to be the main source of citizen involvement. As time grew on, the
community appeared even less motivated to improve itself, and citi-
zen enclaves were battling among themselves. Gibson had to do
SOD !Oiling.

Planned Variations gave the mayor that chance. He began to plan
and program citywide, and he also developed one citywide citizens ad-
visory council of 27 members-18 appointed by the mayor and nine
by city council. The Model Neighborhood Council has been abandoned
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but the district assemblies continue to meet as a source of additional
input. Moreover, although the new city-wide council is merely advisory,
some of the city staff believe it may become fairly influential if it can
help to diffuse the highly volatile mix of mayor and city council. It
could also assist in bringing some of the independent administrative
units together under a strong mayor or business administrator. In
effect, it could act in a capacity which the city council is unable to
fulfill at this time because of its differences with the mayor.

Although the new citizen body has been given some staff, its lack
of formal power might very well hurt its legitimacy and effectiveness
over the long-run. Newark has been fooled so many timesby the
selfish interests of some leaders, incompetency, and now a nationalistic
feverthat it is running scared. It loop as if no substantial authority
will be given to any citizen group until some of the major issues are
solved.
Dayton: Resident Dominance

Dayton's citizen structure could very well be the strongest in the
country. This is because of an "equal partnership" agreement which
is respected by the residents and the city but. which has not been passed
into law, mainly because it would he illegal to give this much power
away to a resident group. For a long time, the Model Cities Planning
Council (MCPCpolicy board) was almost as powerful as the city
commission in Model Cities affairs. This local board has had a four-
man staff, has developed its own programs, and has had virtual veto
power over any proposal destined for the model neighborhood. Real-
izing that it had gone too far, the city commission was anxious to pull
hack when Planned Variations came in by declining to give the same
latitude to five other citizen councils it had developed on its own ini-
tiative for the rest of the city. It justified giving extensive power to
the mostly black model neighborhood because of historic inequities
against minorities and the need for them to catch up. Despite the
genuiness of this reasoning the city fathers were also trying to find
a way out of diffusing their authority any further, for perhaps there
would be no need for the city commission. They believe they have
found a middle-ground in the new councils.

Nevertheless, the Model Cities Planning Council has been a valu-
able demonstration in power and organization. The system utilizes a
pure election process and regular voting machines. The Planning
Council's 27-members are elected from nme neighborhoods. During
the first year, it had to fight for its legitimacy with city hall and groups
from West Dayton who challenged it. For instance, the West Dayton
Area Councilan umbrella group of organizations with a long history
of involvement in the areaattacked the MCPC for not truly repre-
senting all the area's constituents, but preferred not to get involved
itself because it believed the Planning Council to be dominated by a
few spokesmen. Other groups complained that despite the high degree
of organization and nine paid community organizers, citizen participa-
tion never did become widespread. It largely relied on leaflets and the
"grapevine" for its communication. And the lack of participation was
compounded by the chairman, Roger Prear, who surrounded himself
with paramilitary black militants who frightened poor- and middle-
class blacks and whites.
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By the second year, a much more open chairman, George Washing-
ton, was elected, and the atmosphere improved, though still clouded
by the presence of fear. During the whole period of development,
middle-class blacks continually charged the city with racsim for allow-
ing the MCPC to openly flaunt sound and honest rules only so that
the city could eventually claim control by default. However, from the
city's point of view, officials did not want to intervene for fear of vio-
lating their "equal partnership" agreement. Nevertheless, it became
apparent that some form of city intervention would have to take place
yet., it came only when additional resources from Planned Variations
allowed it to go citywide. But the city commission has still not de-
fined precise roles between itself and the Planning Council.

in spite of its problems with the Planning Council, for a long time
the city had recognized the value of creating meaningful citizen struc-
tures in all sections of the community. Well before Planned Variations,
it allocated $200,000 of city funds for this purpose. And under Planned
Variations, an additional $:1 million has been distributed to five elected
councils on the basis of community need. Their less extensive power
tends to balance that of the Planning Council, but includes such im-
portant things as developing a comprehensive plan and determining
priorities for the use of money allocated to them. They also channel a
great deal of attention to overall city goals and objectives, although
each council meets directly with the city commission or its own prob-
lems. Staff assistance is provided by a "super CDA." under the
direction of an assistant city manager.
New York: Rekideat Dominance e,',9-a-ris Iniluevec

Taking its chic from the Community Action Program. Model Cities
in New York fell under resident dominance immediately. Initial feel-
ings were that resident power was supposed to he on the same level for
both programs. As the program ran into delays of up to a year or more
and the inability of the city to spend half of its Model Cities money.
the city blamed the residents and the residents blamed the city for the
problems. But. blame can be placed both on factional conflicts on the
local boards and on the shoulders of city officials who refused to resolve
problems and move the program along early enough.

To begin with. Mayor Lindsay placed Model Cities under a weak
executive secretary and a committee of powerless and disinterested city
commissioners, who ended up sending their subordinates to meetings.
Policy decisions were really made hr the three local directors and three
Model Cities Policy Committees (MCPC) from three different bor-
oughs. Although the committees did not possess final derision-making
authority, they had informal veto power through their ability to hold
up projects they did not like, and the city usually gave them their way.
What was called Model Cities "partnership" turned out to he local
board dominance and demands for things the city did not want. And
there was a general concern that Model Cities might get as independent
and powerful as the community action corporations. with little room
for city participation.

Well into the first action year. the program dragged along. Mayor
Lindsay finally had to face lip to the fact that it was necessary to move
control in the direction of city hall, confront community opposition,
and direct the bureaucracy to cooperate. It was at this stage that the
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bureaucracy 1..as '.4olding up progress as much as anybody else, particu-
larly such depaitments as budget, real estate, and personnel and inves-
tigations. The delays prompted the Brooklyn Policy Committee to
stage a to-day sit-in in December 1969, charging that the system had
allowed them to spend only a fraction of their alloted $29 million,
while the first action year was nearly half over. The other two model
neighborhood groups were even in worse shape in their ability to
operate programs and spend agency money. The city decided it was
time to follow a report of reorganization prepared by the McKinsey
consulting firm of New York.

Mayor Lindsay issued an executive order making Model Cities an
administration and placing it under the direction of a strong admin-
istrator and a newly appointed central board of citizens. The admin-
istrative arrangements seemed to work well, but the new board was
underutilized and consistently bypassed. The program's administrator,
Joseph Williams, called the board into session only twice in two
years, a defunct operation for all practical purposes. On the other
side. Williams has proved to be an effective and strong administrator,
managing key aspects of the program himself, and unafraid to make
unpopular decisions even in the face of community opposition. And
local Policy Committees have continued to be the source for citizen
input, although their powers have been largely diluted.

As it happened, most people behind the Policy Committees never
truly represented their communities anyway. To correct this, new elec-
tions were called in 1972, with the guidelines designed to include
representation from the young and aged and a limit on the number
of "povertycrats" (those in the 0E0 poverty programs) who could
serve, so that a few "professional spokesmen" would not be able to
control the boards. The elections corrected some of the abuses, but
even today there are overlapping controlling memberships with a few
people nominating the Policy Committees. In any event, dual elec-
tions and dual structuresthe anti-poverty corporations and Model
Cities Committeeshave created two power structures in the poor
communities, a duplication of services, and a great deal of wasted
citizen efforts. This system has merely diffused power and caused
frustrations. Model Cities has been able to achieve the degree of
coordination and cooperation necessary to improve neighborhood
organization.

To create some harmony out of the proliferation of neighborhood
mnilps and to develop an effective participation structure, Mayor
Lindsay proposed a citywide system of neighborhood government in
1972. Later that year, the Scott Commission, appointed by Governor
Nelson Rockefeller, recommended a system of neighborhood govern-
ment with even greater power than Lindsay's proposal. And now a
newly appointed Charter Commission is looking into the possibilities
If decentralization, hoping to come out with a report. by 1974. The
,-ity is pre -entiv engaged in a pilot project in eight districts, designed
to demoestrate the effects of decentralized administrative control
under a district manager and single responsible citizen body in each
area. To a large extent, these moves toward neighborhood government
have come about heeause of the experiences of the Community Action
and Model Cities Programs.
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Boston's System of Parity
A system of paritythat is meaningful, non-disruptive citizen

participation, and acceptable levels of staff and chief executive in-
volvementexists to a larger extent in Boston and Seattle than other
cities in this study.

In Boston. the Model Neighborhood Board has been given consider-
able power, yet works well with the city. In sharp contrast to many
other communities, the genesis of effective citizen participation here
was the community action program, more specifically the Area Plan-
Mng Action Council (APAC). Four APAC corporations function
in various parts of the Model Neighborhood, and they have been
unusually cooperative in assisting Model Cities administrators.

The Model Neighborhood Board has developed into a position of
strength. However, it has been difficult for it to assimilate a feeling
of area-wite interest because of its "elongated doughnut" shape and
three distinct neighborhoods. But after some internal power struggles
of its own and the resignation of its first chairman, the board was
able to establish primacy among [oval resident groups. Its prestige
has evolved far enough along to have developed an "aura of sanctity,"
awl the legitimacy of its decisions are seldom questioned. While other
local bodies have had advisory or review powers delegated to them
by administrative agreements, the Model Neighborhood Board was

ignely given important decision-making authority by city ordinance.
'nese powers include authority over all Model Cities plans, programs,
proposals and contracts, and has made it into a powerful body.

file CDA administrator is obligated to follow the wishes of the
majority of the hoard. If he disagrees he may submit disputes to
binding arbitration before three arbitratorsone chosen by the board,
one by the administrator, and one by agreement between the two.
Surprisingly, no issue has yet had to go as far as arbitration. Usually,
consensus is reached through at rationale discussion of differences in
o,tunity workshops.

Many believe that a principal reason for success is that rhetoric
front the board is well chosen. careful. and seldom public:illy critical
of city government or the CDA. The most frequent outbursts have
beca against the federal government and the Administration's "cynical
lack of support" for the Model Cities effort. It shuns radicals. When
me black activist orfanization. RAP, attempted to win some hoard
sals, the group lost badly "because they scared people." Yet, the
( '1)A Ii is assisted groups like the Panthers and Welfare Rights when
it felt the projects were justified. It repeatedly states its papose as
-ilk Ir) ql consi ['active social change within the existing political struc-

The ('I)A administrator. Paul Parks. believe- that working
,Biotin the syst,iii Illay be the "Itiain reason this board is inure effective
tlerl i Jayton's"----whi.h has operated too independently.

I in tie other haml. the board's effectiveness is limited in a number
of Its is small and the CI)A ovelaylielins it with expertise,
Tnall!!g. it (Ullcuit for memhers to intlnenee programs and priorities.
Iut it is resped, mostly r.eein, itself as a change agent and evaluator
lot an operator of programs. This role may be its most important
poi kri,e anyway.

The sliecess of the Model Nei...hhorhood Board may encourage the
city to go further. In 1965, Mayor Kevin White appointed a Home
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Rule Commission which eventually came forth with recommendations
for a system of elected community councils for the entire citystill
under consideration by the city and state legislature. And even prior,
since 1968, the city has had 14 little city halls which cover the entire
city. The mayor would like to see citizen boards developed along side
all the little city halls.
scottle'R Papity

Seattle too has a system of parity. Although the Model Cities Citizen
Advisory Council has little formal power, it has significant influence.
The residents and staff get along well and the mayor shows a sustained
interest in the program. Perhaps much of this is so because of an
ever present interest in improving the area. For example, the Model
Neighborhood has never suffered from lack of organization, with over
100 groups operating there long before Model Cities. Furthermore,
residents and the city agreed on their roles from the beginning, and
the city made a conscious effort not to oversell the program. The
Model Cities Council has been given more power than its name s;ig-
gests. It ran create policy and it can approve plans before submission
to the mayor and city council. But city hall has made it clear that
it has final control over the program. Instead of wasting time and
energy fighting over roles, residents and city hall have concentrated
on getting the most out of the role assigned to each.

ZCltile in most places lam ids are elected, in Seattle local organiza-
tions choose the racially-mixed, 100-member body. Although no one
suggests that such a large board is the best way to operate, its chairman,
Judge Charles Johnson. believes the system is satisfactory bemuse a
lot of the work gets done through smaller committees. He also feels
this hoard is more effective than that of the local community action
program because it has broader representation and is more convincing
to the power structure. On the other hand, groups have criticized it
for a limber of reasons: not electing at least sonic members, too large
and unwieldy, involves too few disadvantaged citizens, and has not
legitimized the structure for long-range permanency.

lIowuver, some of these things have occurred in other ways. A Model
Cities Land I'se Review Board. composed of model neighborhood resi-
dents, has been given the final decision-making authority all zoning
changes and laud -raise policy in the model ne*rhborhood. There is con-
sensus that nothing gets done in the model nefolibohood without the
approval of this boa rd.- And under Planoed Vari et ions. there has been
nn expalvion of Citizen Advisory ( 'oaeciis to three other model neigh-
borhoods. In addition. an elected .Advisory Connellform the four
neighborlemd councils burs been enpevered to consider broader
questo It

Mannwhile a 3la vol.'s Task For i. t-;:lminine- the pe3sibility of
creating pit izen (dist ) councils in all Iii.iHtheiLoods of the cityto
advise the city on such things as general city haclret, leaisla-
tion, and comprehensive developteeet plans submitted by each city de-
part:met Beside; the neighborhood ceuncils. the ! "aytn and businass
eoineemhy are in favor of a citywide (central) council, with repre-
sentation from all District Councils. Little city halls are also beim de-
veloped to assist a e work of neighborlmod councils.

In sunimary, citizen participation has been healthy for Seattle and
for its programs. It has developed new leadership, made citizens more
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productive, and created a more positive image of government and its
Officials.

Conelas;onx
Measuring the results of citizen participation is difficult. In spite

of this there are some clear indicat ions of progress. We 1)aw indicated a
number of them in the diseussion of prod Ito' in this report. But beyond
that, citizen participation has sought and found new resident leader-
ship, forced some important changes in government, brought democ-
racy and decision-making closer to the people. and involved at least
some of the poor in the actual workings of government. Most impor-
tantly. it has created a feeling in large segments of our population
that government really cares. As this study shows, there have been suc-
cesses and failures. Where successes have occurred, the people involved
believe their experience to be worthwhile personally and valuable for
better government. In the failures. most officials are treating them as
temporary and are attempting to find the right mix of ingredients for
their particular city or county. Some have given up or are trying to
snlimerge the process, so that it is largely meaningless. But one has only
to look at cities where residents are actively participating in the proc-
esses of Government to feel a spirit and interchange that has never
existed before. It is surely a closer step to the democratic principles of
this nation.

some important lessons have been learned about developing the citi-
zen participation mechanism.

Coutieil...S'ize.In reviewing the cities in this study, as well as some.
others, a consensus emanates that the most effective citizen board size
is a small groupingusually less than 20 membersbecause it is more
manageable and responsive and members tend to retain greater inter-
est. Naturally, some larger councils succeed, but. most experience un-
necessary delays, tedious rules and procedures, and greater chance
for disruption. Usually large bodies have to be broken down into
rather specialized conunittees anyway. with small executive commit-
tees doing most of the work. The main arguemnt for a large body is
that broader conummity representation may he obtained; however,
the negative points tend to outweigh this advantage.

f 'ma pc neat lay Mebers. -1n regards to compensating members for
their services and time. the question is less clear. Citizen councils, like
city councils and other boards can be effective with or without pay.
Usually other motivations are more important, such as dedication, in-
terest in one's work. and the authority and meaning given to the job.
Nevertheless, feelings are strong in favor of paying ordinary residents
for their services if we are to be fair, especially in a society which pays
elected officials, private corporate board members and others. At the
very least, meeting expenses should be reimbursed for low income
persons.

Authority and Staff.Experience shows that citizen participation
will be largely meaningless and short lived if the system does not
include genuine purpole and authority. It is best that the extent and
limit of power be officially established by ordinance, including a clear
explanation of the chain-of-command so that there is no question of
how plans and policies originate and pass from residents to city hall
and on to elected officials. The range of authority should not only
include the ability to create specified policies but the flexibility to
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operate programs where necessary. Decision- making may involve city
budgets, zoning, comprehensive planning, capital improvements, eval-
uation of services, and other matters important to each neighborhood.

Operations may include multiservice center projects, information
and referral, or any service which a citizen group might improve. We
have witnessed too many citizen groups which have deteriorated be-
cause they did not have project operating responsibilities. First James
L. Sundquist, in his Making Federalism 'Work, advocated that Model
Cities neighborhood resident organizations be non-operating because
lie believed their planning and coordinating responsibilities to be
incompatible with operations.2 HUD has pursued the same policy,
although some Model Cities resident groups are operating programs
anyway. This policy was more appropriate when there were only
single neighborhood councils functioning, but under a citywide system,
operating projects seem to come natural. We find that certain neigh-
borhood groups are more effective and long-lasting if they are able
to operate at least some programs. In any event, coordination is
achieved at this level largely through the staffs of agencies in one-stop
multiservice centers. It has been difficult for neighborhood councils
to achieve areawide coordination from smaller target areas. The most
meaningful coordination has occurred at the chief executive level
and under the auspices of a citywide citizen body, much different from
neighborhood operations. As a practical matter, neighborhood coun-
cils should be allowed to operate programs suitable to them, other-
wise many of them will not have much reason to exist.

Boards should be provided the resources to hire some staffeither
part-time or full-time and in relation to their responsibilities.

Citywide vis-a-vis Target Area Orientation.The community as a
whole should be involved in the participation process if a city expects
to reduce alienation and gain support for bond issues and other mat-
ters requiring majority approval. There are also good reasons for
target area concentrationto allocate resources where they are most
needed and to develop leadership where it was non-existent before.
However, concentrating resources should not obviate the need to
organize and carry on citywide programs. Furthermore, it is nearly
impossible to develop comprehensive plans and achieve interagency
coordination without dealing with problems and issues on a citywide
basis.

Citywide Citizen Board. Tn addition to neighborhood councils
functioning in all areas of the city, one central bodyto impact
directly on city departmentsis desirable for most large jurisdictions.
For cities with few neighborhood councils, a central board may not
he appealing to them: yet, an effective mechanism is needed to give
citizens the opportunity to influence plans and policies right at their
inception. Already there are federal requirements for citizen par-
ticipation in workable (urban renewal) programs, annual arrange-
ments, revenue sharing proposals, and in most other federal grants.
P. lacing the citizen participation responsibility for all these programs
in the hands of one representative board makes sense because it re-
duces duplication and a good deal of confusion.

Ifokhog Pederstioin Work, JninPs L. Sundquist and David W. Davis. Brookings Institu
Boa, Washington. D.C.. 1889 p. 120.
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Preferably, the majority of the central body should come from the
neighborhood councils and the rest from appointments by the chief
executive so that an atmosphere of partnership is created. This body,
too, should have some staff but, unlike the neighborhood groups, be
non-operating. It should concentrate on developing citywide plans
and assisting the city council by helping to draw community con-
sensus on city goals and objectives. It should do such things as con-
ducting periodic neighborhood workshops and monitoring and eval-
uating city services on a day-to-day basis, It should not be a competitor
of the city council. On the contrary, it should be a supplement, doing
the kinds of things city council outlines as appropriate to assist
council, and at the same time get the average citizen actively involved.

Various city departments, in addition to community development
and human resources, ought to be made responsive to the citywide
board. It is no longer enough that citizen aroups impact only on
Model Cities type activities. Community development in fact involves
all departments; therefore, all departments should be brought into
a more formal system of relating directly with residents.

Selection ProvemThe rationalization of how neighborhood coun-
cils should be selected is a much more complicated process. In the case
of councils with extensive authority, the pure election process may be
the best; for others. the combination of eletcion and appointment may
be most suitable. In most cases, the decision may very well be left up
to each neighborhood; and, neighborhoods should have the right not
to participate if they so choose. The combination of election from the
neighborhoods and appointment by the chief executive has developed
a sense of partnership in many cities. However, where organizations
are permitted to choose council members, it is important that oppor-
tunity be provided for other residentswho are not organization
membersto choose nominees also. Furthermore, it is appropriate that
the majority of members be chosen by the residents of the area, that
an impartial observer be chosen to oversee the election, and that the
entire process be publicized widely.

Voter participation has not been good. A few cities in the Model
Cities Program approached 25 percent turnout for elections, two were
higher, but on the whole, voting has been poor. However, it has been
better than the OF:0 Community Action Program, which has averaged
less than five percent over the life of its program. Critics enjoy point-
ing to these low vote percentages to support their arguments for resi-
dent disinterest and apathy. Yet. to a large extent, residents simply
have not been encouraged by the city's leadership to vote or have had
little reason to vote for hoards relegated little authority. In many in-
stances, local officials had no intention of encouraging massive resident
involvement, for fear it might compete with their own political careers.
For many it was better to see the process whither away, unless they
could control the new system too. It has not been the habit of political
figures to encourage the use of television or newspaper publicity, and
furthermore, there was little public service time available for neigh-
borhood elections. In addition, elections have been too confining. They
have only involved a small seetion of the erannmnitv. and few major
organizations or the mass media took them seriously. It is more likely
that a system of citywide participation would encourage greater in-
terest. It is also desirable that one day be set aside for all neighborhood
elections so that a maximum amount of publicity could be obtained.
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Leadership from Pity Hall.Widespread participation is more
likely to come about with official city leadership. A principal fault of
most of the Model Cities programs has been the lack of mayoral or ad-
ministrative leadershipusually over the apprehension of getting
involved with activist citizens of different points of view. 'set, to avoid
wasteful and unusable creations. election ollials should help in mold-
ing the system, participate themselves, publicize the purposes, legiti-
matize the process, and provide leadership and assistance when it is in
trouble.

Furthermore. responsive government, is not helped by officials who
persistently point out that they are the ones elected by the citizens to
run the city and that others are not needed. Elections normally come in
four year cycles. Meanwhile, citizens need to be involved in important,
almost day-to-day decisions of government., otherwise democracy and
responsiveness turn out to have little meaning for the average person.
Waiting to get. back at officials in the next election is not what most
people would call citizen participation. More and more chief executives
have recognized this and are exercising leadership to genuinely involve
citizens. Accordingly, some of them are doing it without prodding
from the federal government.



VI. SIATI: ACIoN AND PRIVATE IF.SPoSSEs

State Role
Model E meives as a Catalpt.Model Cities has demonstrated

the need for assistance from other levels of government. including
the states and regions. It has been criticized for an inability to co-
ordinate and demand performance of other agencies; yet, cities and
states with considerably more stature and power have experienced
virtual impotency to do the same, and for a longer period of time.
For the most part, regular government has been unable or unwilling
to streamline structures, consolidate programs. establish coterminous
service districts, or reassign programs to the most effective operating
level. In most cases it was not until Model Cities personnel and citizen
task forces caused issues to emerge that state and local officials realized
the immensity of the problem. Moreover, although there have been
some changes, service delivery in health, employment, social service
is still the weakest government link. Model Cities surfaced the problem
of the lack of intergovernmental response but has never been the
appropriate body to do much about it. Nevertheless. state and local
cooperation reached its highest peak during the Model Cities Program.
It. remains for the more powerful to take the next steps.

The Power of the State.There appears to be little question that
the states need to take a stronger role in the development of inter-
governmental cooperation and more effective local governments. They
already have the power. In most cases, an act of the legislature can
bring consolidation or strong regional government. The legislature,
can abolish special districts and transfer their power and indebtedness
to city, county, or regional governments. It can designate COGs as
operating agencies for such things as mass transit, water and sewer
control, air pollution enforcement, housing development or regionally
oriented functions. Legislatures of two or more states can enter into
opaets to give combined power to the regional council of govern-
ment. The governor, by executive order, can direct his cabinet heads
or department directors to meet in the form of regional bodies to
coordinate functions and consolidate staff and facilities. He can ap-
point one of these persons in each region as chairman (to whom
others report) and he can use state funds or federal monies (which
pass through the state) as incentives to encourage local government
cooperation. Furthermore, the federal government can help the states
by using a large block of incentive money to be awarded to the regions
and localities which show the most progress. Washington should also
consider awarding special grants similar to that proposed for local
government to increase state government capacity. Attaching specific
performance requirements to revenue sharing bills for both the states
and localities would be helpful, but this has been proposed before in
Congress and has not seen the light of day.

In the past. several rears. states have begun to do something about
their own problems. gany have created planning districts throughout

rpro
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the state and have given new authority to state regional officials to
art. California. for example. Sias established planning councils in every
section of the state. Texas has gone one step further by giving the
councils the authority to allocate resources. Many of the states where
there are aetive Model ('ities programs have established task forces
:11111 commissions to help solve coordinating problems. But the whole
question of reorganization and consolidation is still on fertile soil.
Meanwhile. some states are helpiwr their Model City communities in
other ways.
PH, Leer 1 Of Stab Peliq;ci.pel1;0O

Most states contributed at least technical assistance to Model Cities
11111111tillit Soule gave extra resources through various mans. such
as increasing the number of state workers in the model area, awarding
extra grants. and building additional facilities, which ordini.rily
would have gone elsewhere.

wark v1.I it Newark's ease, because of the city's generally
depressed condition. the state doubled Urban Aid to the city to $7.4
million annually. it also has been providing $9.25 million annually
for the operation of Maitland Hospital. a city owned facility. Legisla-
tion was also passed to allow the city to impose new taxes on its own.
And New Jersey's Community Affairs Department has been partic-
ularly helpful. It awarded $60.000 in initial Model ('ities planning
funds and :010.000 for the first action year. State specialists have
been assigned to Newark's program fulltime. Moreover. the city re-
ceived technical assistance and planning grants from the State Law
Enforcement Planning Agency (SLE1'A) and the Regional Medical
Program.

In addition. New Jersey has assisted the city by (1) beginning con-
struction of the New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry (a
project delayed since 1(i7) c () transplanting an entire public health
staff to Newark to assist in the construction of a public health system;
and (3) picking up much of the local share on projects which it
administered itself. but which would never have functioned if Newark
had to provide the funds. However. even with this involvement, actual
coordinating mechanisms between the state and city are wanting, nor
have formal links been established that can stand on their own and
carry on for the long-term future.

(71;evo itrevonsi re.In Illinois. it has been somewhat different.
With a P publican administration in control of the State House
during most of the life of ('hicago's Model Cities Program, and a
strong city I )emocrati organization, state and local relationships were
held to a niininium. Mayor Daley would not tolerate any "interference"
from state or federal officials. Nevertheless, he was particularly dis-
turbed about not getting a "fair share" of state tax distributions to
the city. In 1972. 1w estimated that although Chicago residents and
businessmen paid half of the state income tax, only 2.6 percent was
returned to the city. (Mayor Lindsay and other big city mayors have
presented similar arguments.) However, the aid to (iticago has in-
creased dramatically in the last several yearsfrom $68.6 million in
1968 to $139 million in 197because of the state income tax and
increased returns on water, fuel and sales taxes.

Daring Governor Ogilvie's Administration, attempts were made to
assist: Chicago in a number of areasincluding Model Citiesbut it
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$3.5 million We lware Island apartment. and commercial complex in
the heart of New York City. Clearly, state aid is coming in forms that
give credit to the State and not Lindsay. Moreover, the state legisla-
ture. which has veto power over every city budget expenditure, has cut
many health and education programs at the city s poor neighborhoods.
Thus, in the last two years, Model Cities money has become more im-
portant for filling gaps created by reduced appropriationswith the
city merely trying to maintain ongoing programs. This naturally has
had the effect of limiting the choices for the use of Model Cities funds
and has seriously hurt the programs' Ail: 7 to demonstrate innovative
results, even with a new source of flexible Inc; icy.

Seattle Benelted.Seattle has received trong response from the
state, even though it has been mainly in the form of technical assist-
ance. At the beginning of Model Ciites. Governor Dan Evans appointed
six principal Washington state officialsfrom Employment Security.
Public Assistance, State Planning, State 0E0, and from Evan's per-
sonal staffto assist. the city in developing the rngram. As a result.
Seattle was able to develop the Model Cities/State Interagency Team
and certain other coordinating mechanisms, such as the City Inter-
departmental Team. Seattle-King County Economic Opportunity
Board Liaison, and the Advisory Council Resource Committee. In
turn, this led Model Cities to develop a Department of Governmental
Relations, designed to consolidate efforts at cooperation, and, also an
Interagency Directors Committee, to involve agencies more closely in
local project planning and implementation.

Although far from ideal, coordination and cooperation between the
state and city have improved immeasurably over the past several years.
For example, Model Cities and the State Department of Social and
Health Services staffs prepared joint grant applications for integrated
services to Seattle's Skid Road area ; and the Governor's State Model
Cities Office was instrumental in the award of a federal grant to the
State Child Care Coordination Committee for technical assistance to
Model Cities for the development of a comprehensive plan for child
care. Agency after agency has provided assistance to the city; more-
over, Seattle Model Cities has been praised for its genius in motivating
other agencies and institutions to help it. Finally, the creation of the
State-City Task Force (which includes county and private agencies)
has advanced coordination even further and among more organiza'-
tions.

Boston Passable Assistance. Some states have limited their partici-
pation. The State of Massachusetts' involvement in Model Cities has
been very sporadic. The State Department of Community Affairs has
offered only peripheral technical assistance to Boston, and most state
funds to the city have simply consisted of the formal pass-through
type. There has never been a single effective point at which the CDA
could approach the state; therefore, Model Cities Director Paul Parks
has had to negotiate trade-offs with state officials to gain assistance
a game at which he is very adept. The hope for improved coordination
and cooperation lies in the city's Office of Planning and Program Co-
ordination, which has profited from Model Cities experience and Is
now assuming much of the city's coordinative role.

Dayton Standard Assistance. Ohio too has not participated in an
integral way. Dayton has received only minor assistance from the
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State. However, the lessons of Model Cities and Planned Variations
are changing this. Through the creation of a State-City Task Force,
the State now plans to use Dayton as a model for demonstrating
maximum coordination of state programs in an urban area. Also,
the State Department of Urban Affairs and the Ohio Law Enforce-
ment Planning Agency are providing important funding to Dayton.
Nevertheless, financial assistance has been limited to a few functional
areas. Mostly on its own. Dayton has been able to achieve modest
success in coordinating social service agencies. The Model Cities head
of social services, for example. now chairs the Health and Welfare
Planning Council's Comprehensive Coordinated Child Care body.
But employment agenciesin particular State Bureau of Employment
Services, National Alliance of Businessmen, OIC, etc.continue to
experience major problems associated with red tape and bureaucratic
defenses. On the other hand. the Model Cities Planning Council has
established good relationships with two other planning bodiesthe
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission and the Transportation
Coordinating Committee. Prior to Model Cities, there was little head-
way with these bodies.

'Indianapolis and Sarannall Minimum Assistanee.The States of
Indiana and Georgia have participated in a minimal way. In Indian-
apolis. the State has limited itself to giving technical endorsement and
operating a few programs in the model neighborhood. Private agen-
cies also have not been enthusiastic about assisting the Model Cities
Program.

Iii Savannah. the A--95 review process has forced the State to be-
come more deeply involved. Ilowever, at least one problemcoordina-
tion is not nearly as serious in this region as elsewhere because there
are only eight eommunities in the metropolitan area to coordinate.
And greater state participation is beginning to take place under
Governor .Timmy' Carter, who has committed himself tothe concept
(sf- area-Wide phinning and community action and who is taking the
lead to increase state fundi4,*.and technical assistance to model neigh-
borhoods in the State.
Loral Strategies and State Mug

The scope of problems associated with the Model Cities communities
clearly indicate the need for cities to develop intergovernmental re-
lations techniques. Cities need to develop adequate staffs and input
into the state system: Some Model Cities communities have developed
such capacity, passing it on to local government. In any case, staffs
(which may consist of as little as one person) should become
thoroughly familiar with state, regional, and local plans, normally
required for most federal programs. In order to develop an effective
level of cooperation, state and local staffs, usually by means of the
State's Community Affairs Department, should see that state plans
and legislation include the following items:' (1) State notification
of all units of local government about the availability of formula
grant money and how to apply for it. (A simple point of entry for
federal money to the states would also be helpful.) (2) Distribution
of funds based on need factors, such as urban and rural geography,

I HUD gives an explanation of some of the main elements of state-local cooperation in
its Community Development Evaluation Series No. 3. Local Strategies to Affect State Plane
Allocation of Federal Funds, January. 1972.
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poverty, welfare clients, unemployed. aged. youth and other matters
peculiar to disadvantaged areas. (3) Establishment of specitie rri-
terrn for funding, priorities, and the passing of a fixed percentage of
state funds to local governments so that the latter can better
plan their nwn strategies. ( Requirements that matching
finial criteria be flexible enough so that financially strapped eom-
annuities can meet then. (:a) Legislative provision permitting
localities to challenge provisions they Is.lieve im fair. (6) State con-
trol of the informational process iu older to keep localities fully
informed of all programs a ffeeting them: and the authority for lo-
calities to review and sign-off on such projects. (7) Legislative man-
date for local ( regional and/or eity-rotintyl--state coordinating
emmissions (fully staffed) in principal functional areas. such as
employment. social services. eriminal justice and corrections, finance
and government organization. ( Incentive t or diseretii mary 1 fund-
ing to loenlities based on performance, improved government organi-
zation. and greater regional cooperation.
Pr; Oil te ReNt011ice

The solution to urban problems involves more than the need for
federal] and state government action. It also rennims private response,
which has been lacking in almost all Model Cities eonummities. The
nartieipation of I ols.11PSsI and union interests has IteP11 extremely poor.
Too often these interests have not wanted to get involved in local
conflicts and what they thought were strictly government problems
anyway. On the other hand, private service agencies have been some-
what different. Since many were already involved in urban matters.
they readily accepted Model Cities money which they badly needed
and which intensified their involvement.

The lessons of Model Cities indicate that few urban problems will
he solved without the genuine participation of businessmen and union
leaders and private agency heads. However, it is unlikely they will
get involved unless the local chief executive is able to motivate them,
and state officials. particularly the Governor and key legislators, are
able to demonstrate sincerity and leadership in establishing formal
mechanisms for coordination, empenttion. and investment. Further-
more, it seems elemr that both federal and state funds are necessary
to create the proper investment base and incentives on which private
interests will chance their money.

Private investment is more likely to come abort in the urban ghetto
if certain things occur. Local government needs to take steps to de-
velop a comprehensive plan, city goals. and a mechanism to pass bond
issues. In this study. the most successful example of private initiative
is Seattle.. Forward Thrust. This is a group of business and civic
leaders who have been instrumental in getting millions of dollars in
bend issues approved and legislation (impotant to the city) passed.
It has reeeived over :412%999 in private contributions from more than
1.000 businesses and individuals. Its imnressive record of aecomplish-
meats include assisting in passage of -20 mea.nres through the state
legislature on highways. mass transit. pollution control, and strength-
ened city and county finances: helping. to pass SeVen city and
count bond issues totalling :+:1:13.9 million and two state bond issues
fori4i5million for local eaoital improvements: helping to pass state
legislation for re%VII no stun Hint to localities: and developing numerous
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joint planning projects and more effiint methods of operating local
government. It is now pushing for 2:1 community (Titters. neighb)r-
hood library facilities. and other resource projects.

.11t hough not a part of this study. the 1 fart coalition
of concerned metropolitan area III 011E01%1. ('0111114414'111- ) 1 )11S111PSS :111111

riit lea(1:'1'S W110 11MP Olat'11)1111141 11101liial 11.S(01111'.- :10(1 talent for
the Alevelopment of comprehensive community and growth
plausis another excellent example of the mobilization a private
forces. I f cities Ivee able to c onibine movements as Forward
Thrust and the Ifart ford Process with community development stitt-
cp., a giant step would be taken to solvin., onr most pressing urlmit
problems, .1t least. many cities now realize 1 he Sigilifiv10111' Of V0111-
11111111!r these prOveSSCS. F111111e1'111011.. the 4'X-1110'11,111'1'S gained t111.00!r11
the trials and errors of Nfotlel Cities have pinpointed many of the
ingredients necessary for success.



VII. FEDERAL 101.111N TILL Ft. Tula:

There will always be a federal role in local and state government
affairs. Public employment, policies, environmental laws, civil rights
legislation, mortgage assistance, and a host of other things will make
the federal government's presence felt. Nevertheless, although the cities
and counties expect continued federal involvement. they are not par-
ticularly pleased with increased state intervention for fear it may
create another bureaucratic nightmare. Yet we have described areas
where cooperation is essential; otherwise little progress will occur. As
it happens, most localities are willing to work with the federal govern-
ment because of increased funding and the prodding they receive to
engage in policies they would not ordinarily want or dare to assume
responsibility for at home. The states can probably work themselves
into similar positions in respect to local government by increasing
state aid and improving their own organizations. Meanwhile if the
federal government intends to maintain or increase its credibility, it
will have to simplify its procedures and offer greater technical and
financial assistance.

We have already discussed some newer federal methods for improv-
ing local government eapacity, including annual arrangements. Chief
Executive Review and Comment, Federal Regional Councils, and
other assistance. The effectiveness of these devices would be improved
significantly by a more streamlined flow of funds and less diffused di-
rection from both the federal and state levels. The block giant system
is one way of doing this. Jn addition. a commitment of an effective
level of national revenue for community development is needed, as
well as support from the public, both financial and civic.
Block Grants

Perhaps the most effective way to improve coordination is to con-
solidate programs. Block grants might best he able to do this from
the federal to the state and local levels. Numerous federal and local
administrators as well as principal city and county service organiza-
tions have endorsed this approach.

Recently the International City Management Association (ICIMA )
advocated the edopt:-- of block grants because of the almost impossi-
ble task of coordinating and scheduling federal projects at the local
level.' For example. under categorical grants, for a project that in-
volves urban ^enewal, open space. and water and se%,er grants. a city
or county needs to follow three different application procedures dealing
with three sets of HUD officials, three sets of technical requirements,
three piles of paper, and three different time schedules. They would
like to see this nightmare eliminated and post-controls instituted, the
latter which would have the further effect of reducing red-tape and yet
providing needed safeguards.

I Statement before the Senate Banking. Rousing and Urban Arrnire Committee, Sub-
committee on Rousing and Urban Affairs, Hugh McKinley on behalf of International City
Management Association. July 19, 1073.
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Variat 011S 0/1.11' SOUIV valuable experienre about

Avila may lwexpilIcti troll, block eTants aunt other relatively new ideas.
Planned Varia.,i,ins was designed to correct inany of the faults of the

Cities Pro!,rain :Lod at t saint' time serve as an introdnetion
to special revenile sliaring. it resalted from n review of the

1.,,11g;.zon ,:arlv In i97ii by l'iwideni's ionlistie Connell and
closed' fohowed the Administration's efforts to reorganize federal
areticies. Sixteen cities have hem reeeivim funds which will total
sr.7.2 million over a two-year period or longer and are participating
in three variations which include: ( 1) extending pmgranimingeity-
wide, (2) minimizing red-tape and federal reviews. and (8) providing
stronger mayoral iiortlinating power t hrough the CERC process.

En a HUD first year study of Planned Variations. the findings
indirate a windier of changes from the original Model Cities Pro-
irrain : (1) Federal restraints have been redoved. oust resource ;tlloctl-
tintt has been placed in the halals of the chief executive. and priorities
have eliangell from social to physical programming (43 peivent in
physical programs cmopared to 21 percent under Model Cities). (2)
Ft' legal respotise has mostly been ainuid at simplifying procedures,2
Ira tallaioks have liven simplified and the average size of applications
has hem minuet liy 7.1 pereent (:;9) pages in Model Cities compared
to Ilk! in Planneil Variations) : however. processing thin has remained
nnimng(41 from one and one -half to three months. ()lily four cities
have used the -waivers" pmeess. ereated to allow cities to identify
no necessary administ rat ive requirements in categorical programs. And
the Federal Regional Couneils have only moderately supported the
program. It has been the "Intuits-off" policy of the area physical others
which has resulted in greater local discretion and control than any-
thing else. (8) CERC has stimulated the development of citywide
strategies. and as a result. smile cities have made major departmental
reorganizations. Intergovernmental tas!: forces have only been partly
sneressful in gaining state and eonnty support. County involvement
has been minimal bemuse they prefer that more money and influeace
be given directly to them. ( -I) Citiven partieipation has taken on a
different character. becoming more advisory and taking on a more
traditional -blue ribbon" air in about half the cities, over the protests
of existing model neig,h1whood groups. The chief executives now
appoint a greater percentage of Model Cities board mombers.3

1110 FolbTsti A.1..tatio* Review program. tx.run in Starvh 19119 alined ai
improving trileral responso. by Ili Oaring; canter reliant.. on state and local t.rovPriunPnts;
011 Inerotising intyrairtiartutontal irsihrustion: mitt (3) realtielniz roil Nolo. and spowilng
.crviyea. re..i,,441 in only modest surer... It wag aptiar.-nt won. Imetie nwasares Were

Planilf`d Variation. first Yrfir Surroy. Community Development Evaluation Sprioi No.
7. tblitirtnnt ut Hon.inz and I'rban lievnlopnient. 4)01.11pr. 1972. pp. 1 ns.
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TABLE IV. ANNUAL FUNDING FOR PLANNED VARIATIONS CITIES

R2qion and city
Regular

MC landing

PV
increases

of MC
funding

Total !AC
funding

II:
lswark $5.7 $7.0 $12.1

eaterson 2. 1 4. 1 6. 2
III:

Eno 1.6 2.9 4.5
Norfolk 4. 5 8. 2 12. 5

IV:
Tampa . ..... 4.1 7. 1 11.1
Winston- Salem..... 1.9 3. 3 5.2

V:
Dayt.)n 2.9 5. 2 8. 1
East St. Louis 2. 1 3.8 5.9
Indianapolis _ ..... 6.2 8.5 14,7
Unsung 1.9 3. 3 5. 2

VI: Waco 2.6 4.6 7.2
V I I : Des Moines. _ .. Z. 1 3. 7 5.8
VIII: Butte .......... 1.7 1.5 3.2
IX:

Fresno 2.8 4.9 7.7
Tucson ........... ... 3. 1 5. 5 8.6

X: Seattle ......... . ... 5.2 5.2 10.4
II: Rochester (CERC only). 3.0 .2 3.2
I I I 11/1/mrogron (CERC only).. ..... ... i. 7 .2 1, 9
VI: Houston (CERC only). .. 13.4 .2 13.4
IX: San lose (CERC only). . . . . 3. 1 .2 3.3

Total ... . 71.7 79.4 151. 1

Spurt::: Community Development Evaluation Solids No. 7, Department of Housing and 'Urban Developnemt. n^taber 1972

Model Cities: Block 6,vihts (1001 f'oininitnie Ill.-Although new prob-
lems may arise in the administration of block grants, the wisdom of
the flexible, use of funds has already been demonstrated. In the Model
Cities Program officials have been able to use funds for almost any
purpose to meet broad goals and objectives developed through com-
prehensive planning. It has been primarily through this system that
city officials have been able to look seriously at the totality of com-
munity problems and spend money as they see fit. The ability to use
funds broadly has encouraged city officials to tackle unusual problems
in formerly "restricted" area. The desirability to continue this motivate
ing catalyst seems obvious. If it is not done through some system of
special revenue sharing or block grants, strong arguments can be
made for continuing the Model Cities or Planned Variations approach
to maintain the momentum for governmental improvement and
respon,i veness.

Pr roiling Legislation.-There have been a number of bills introduced
to consolidate categorical grants for conin amity development purposes.
The latest iultninistration bill is the Better Communities Act ( UCA-
introduced in the House of Representatives as IIR 7277, April 19,
1973 and in the Senate as S 1143. May S. 1973), which differs consider-
ably from 1971 sperm! zrvealue sharing proposals. The new bill in-
cludes the following major differences (1) A poverty factor is now
included in the formula. This is similar to the 1:4:2 House and Senate
block grant bills; however. 11CA does not include "past performance"
or "housing condition" factors which Congressional leaders would
like to see. (2) Comities over. D10.009 and cities over .10.000 population
(or designated center city) are now automatically included. This
means that. many jurisdictions will be included which have little or no
steed for this type of funding. which will simply decrease the amount
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of money high priority areas need. (3) Hold harmless protection for
cities now participating would be phased out over four years and new
communities would be phased in over three years. This means many
communities in dire need would be getting less money after hold
harmless runs out. (4) States are automatically entitled to funds for
which cities under 50.000 population would be eligible to apply.

There are other differences and controversial elements. The new bill
does not require a formal application from cities or counties. nor
does it require the spending of funds in matters of national priority.
This is in sharp contrast to both last year's and 1973 Congressional
bills which require a plan and an application designed to eliminate
and prevent blight, to facilitate additional housing opportunities, and
to provide conununity facilities. BCA does require an annual state-
ment of community development objectives, past-performance state-
ments. and an evaluation of effectiveness. However, the chief complaint
from Congressional critics is that without a specific plan no work
will get done toward meeting national or local priorities. Furthermore
the Congress and the General Accounting Office (GAO) are afraid
that the Nixon Administration's requirements for performance evalu-
ation are weak and non-enforceable.

There are other difficulties as well. The Better Communities Act
proposes to terminate seven categorical programs, while Congress
wishes to leave sonic of these programs alone. The 1972 Congressional
bills did not consolidate Model Cities: also, the Senate bill excluded
Section 312 rehabilitation grants and the House bill excluded water
and sewer programs. Another major criticism by Congressional leaders
is that BCA.does not contain any linkage between community develop-
ment and housing programs. Prifilly. BCA has no requirement for
local financial sharing, no citizen participation, no A.-:95 review, and
no workable program.*

In spite of these difficulties, there appears to be general agreement
from all sources that a more simplified method of channeling federal
funds to the states and localities is needed. Most officials feel the need
for grantsmanship should be reduced and that cities and counties
should be allocated funds based on real needs. Let us look in more de-
tail at three aspects of the proposed Better CoMmunities Act which
would severely hurt community development : (1) funds for many
cities would be cut; (2) there would lie fewer incentives for local offi-
cials to face up to.poverty and discrimination; and (3) citizens would
not be effectively involved.

1. The Distribution Formula.The distribution foimula needs
changing if the most disadvantaged areas are to benefit. The proposed
formulabased on (1) size of population, (2) extent of housing over-
crowding, and (3) extent of povertydoes not truly reflect neighbor-
hood deterioration and poverty in most cases. The size of population
bears no relationship to the poverty .population. Secondly, figures on
overcrowding and substandard units in poverty areas of the 100 largest
SMSA's reveal no direct correlation between the "extent of overcrowd-
ing" and physical condition.' In fact, says Richard T. LeGates and

4 Most of the above major points of discussion were derived from Better Communities
Act HR 7177 John Maguire, Director, National Association of Housing and Redevelop- -
ment Officials Information Center for Community Development. Journal of Housing, No. 5,
pp. 222-223. Mav 1978.

6 U.S. National Commission on Urban Problems, 1988, Table 8, pp. 14-18.
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Maly C. Morgan in a recent issue of the Journal of the American Insti-
tute of Planners, the most deteriorated urban areas do not have high
bwidences of overcrowding. Furthermore, they indicate that although
the "extent of poverty" is a valid measure of need, and "double weight-
ing-- of this indicator is useful, it makes little difference because of the
nature of the formula. The wide range of population ratios in the
various SMSA's minimize the significance of double weighting the
poverty indicator." Because of the formula's automatic nature, most
of the largest deteriorated urban areas will most likely receive less
money than under iiie categorical system. Moreover, comprehensive
planning and quality of life goals would probably be even less mean-
ingful (than under Model Cities), without the necessary funds to im-
plement programs.

2. Maintenance of ffort. -- Because the Better Communities legis-
lation does not require lova] matching or maintenance of local effort,
it is likely many communities will simply use federal funds as a sub-
stitute for local money already allocated for some of these services.
Therefore* urban areas may not only experience an eventual loss of
funds but less incentives to use money in the disadvantaged areas. Le-
Crates and Morgan point out that many of the programs now adminis-
tered with federal funds would not be.carried out if local officials and
conunimities had to decide the priorities by direct vote. Certainly, the
poverty areas would suffer.

. Cit;zen Involvement. Citizen participation requirements in the
Better Communities Act are very similar to the past rather poor
experiences with public hearings in transportation and urban renewal
programs. Minorities fecr that revenue sharing funds will be given
right back to the very officials, in many cases, who have been "racist in
the first place" and disinterested in improving the lot of the poor. As
we have pointed out for example. the Annual Arrangement process has
demonstrated only minimal and infrequent citizen involvement and
many of the Planned Variations cities have changed their citizen par-
ticipants from policymakers to advisors.

The Congress and community groups do not want to take any chances
about leaving the idea of resident participation up to local officials.
The Senate more than the House has taken a leading role in this, adding
amendments to the proposed special revenue sharing legislation. For
example. the language in Senate Bill 3248, passed March 2, 1972 (but
left out by the House). is believed by federal Community Develop-
ment officials to be stronger than the original Model Cities language.
It reads as follows in regards to the cities' obligation to carry out the
hill's mandates: ". . . has afforded adequate opportunity for citizen
participation in the development of the annual application and has
provided for the meaningful involvement of the residents of areas in
which community development activities are to be concentrated in the
planning and execution of these activities, including the provision of
adequate information and resources." 7

The bill is stronger for two reasons: (1) it provides for meaningful
resident involvement in all areas (not just the model area) of the city

"The Perils of Special Revenue Sharing for Community Development," Richard T.
LeGates and Mary C. Morgan, Journal of the American Inetitute of Planners, July, 1973,
vol. 39. No. 4, pp. 237-288.

Senate Bill S. 3248 Housing and Urban Development Act of 1972, passed March 2, 1972,
Sec. 3071111(3) (c) PP, 151-152.
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where any signitirant community development activities are to take
place. and () it calls for adequate information and resource: to
enable citizens to do their part. (Original Model Cities legislation
did not soecially call for the provision nr adequate tssourees.)

Providing adequate resoilleS iii:ly be the 1.1c)st important element
lireause it gives citizens the ability to develop technical and inditteal
know-how to earn- out strateiiies. Moreover, if residents are toeIse
!ri Veil l'eS011iTeS., it makes it all the more important that local officials
devise participation plans that are meaningful and workable so that
funds will be used to the best advantage. Federal encouragement to

nothinir about eitizen partitiontion can only eilliSe frustration and
further alienation among local groups. It would be foolhardy to
ilietate plans I If particilaition to It however. guidelines of
successful experiences would be helpful. Furthermore, if genuine and
widespread local decision making is to hike plane. there is an obliga-
tion on the pint of the nation's leaders to encourage inure effertive
denateratie processes and also to indicate the desi ral de levels anti kinds
of part iei pat ion.

(*tin, I.H taartrt
Even with block grants it seems probable that Comrress will eo-

finite to aporoliriate funds for projects to ineet ('ommessional
objectives. Thus, a system of block grants 1 in all major functional
areas) would provide the basis for a coutrdinated more simplified
method for dealing with the titles' problems at the same time other
funds are used as ineentives and for expediting programs. As a
ractwal matter, entegorical funding. hi our political system seems

here to stay. Possibly, the best we can hope for is the eonsolidation
of some categorical grants or funding of :t variety of grants through

Furthermore. because of the minimal level of funtlintr requested
for vonminity development and its wide dispersal to over I200 cities
and counties, urban pressures will mount for the exeeutive brawl' and
the Congress to approve separate Works of funds in order to make
goals and plans realistie. The magnitude of these demands might
very well be double what is now lci(tr spent in the urban wrens. or
an additional kl5 or 40 billion annually. For example, the preliminary
comprehensive plan in Dorchester (a distriet within Boston of about
13.0)00 residents) projects a minimmr expenditure of $:10 million
:moonily for the next ten years. exclusive of housing mortgages:1 This
ran is' yffeetively multiplied 70 to times in the United States,
taking inn amount large and small areas of need. We know that under
Model Cities the comitment of funds never approaehed the threshold
necessary to cope with the extent of the problem. Proposed funding
under block grants tines not do it either: therefore, speeial purpose
grants and different formulas will most likely emerge. This will be
especialk trite if Congress demands that the cities and counties pre-
pare realistic applications and that evaluations be sutheiently strintrent
to enable the federal government to initiate penalties and enforce
compliance.

Under cmulitions where loyal offiehtls demonstrate adequate 1)er-
formanee. the federal government and taxpayer will be more likely

Dorhrseter ronsorrhenmire rommunit Ppojer. Dorcitc,-ter Area Planning Action Coun-
il. Iloilo Graham. Executive Director. January 24. 1972.
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!VIII, 11.0111)1I'd projects. and then pass on to other cities.

The nation annot afford to let even out' cit fail. On the faller
hand, the withholding of assistance %%ill lie necessary to secure ellIII-
1)111114' ill Illally e\(.1) if only temporary. The fears of govern-
ment leaders t and (;.1( ) monitors) are real in regard to non-per-
forioance, political interference. :Ind favoritism. Ti ., way that we
can face lip to matters of performance and reaching goals is to bring
them to public attention and then voncentrate full efforts on nehieving
them. l'onimunity partivipation. management eaptieity and ne or-
ganizittional teeliniques are all nec:,ary elements for improving per-
formance. Iloeer. in the pa-t. many of the deficiencies found in
Model Cities and other community development proe.rams have been
generated by feelixs of failure and lack of national purpose and
general piddle intrest. need: to he changed.

There are many local and federal leaders ho feel confident about
the nations technical ability to solve the urban crisis. .kssuredly,
the problems are complexfull employment. crime reduction. meet-
ing housing needs. gaining community support. etc. Nevertheless. the
only way they svill ill) solved is by focusime leadership on the problems.
and persistently trying alternative solutions. Iii short. there needs to
be a national pledge to reach goals. it willingness to acrept failures.
make (..orreetions and move ahead no-ain. regardless of the differences
in political styles and governmental processes. As yet we have not
1118(10' the (11111111tIllt)IltS., either ill 1)111)))St) ()I' I'VS01111'S.
Nindel (Iiit'-) provided initial momentum in small reographie areas.

emild very well dissolve away. and the investment with it. it
we fail to appreciate the significance of the Model Cities experiment.


